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Dr. Robert H. Mounce, President
Stemming the Tide
"The educational foundations of
our society are presently being
eroded by a rising tide of
mediocrity that threatens our very
future as a nation and a people,"
What grim and eccentric prophet
of doom wrote that? Sounds like
one of those perennial pessimists
who keeps bewailing the decline of
contemporary society.
Not so. It comes from a recent
(April 1983) report by the
prestigious National Commission on
Excellence in Education, The
eighteen member commission
included representation from every
segment of American society The independent liberal arts
concerned with the quality of what college stands or falls on the basis
goes in the classroom, of some over-riding purpose, a
Eighteen months of intensive deeply ingrained raison d'etre.
study and consultation by the Whitworth has a reason for being. It
Commission turned up some stands proudly in the historic
discouraging statistics. For example: tradition of those colleges
about 13 percent of all 17-year-olds committed to the desirability of a
in the United States are functionally value-based education from a
illiterate; the College Board's Christian perspective.
Scholastic Aptitude Tests (SAT) Is there a vision at Whitworth?
show a virtually unbroken decline There is. It incl udes a student body
from 1963 until the present; eager to learn and continually
international comparisons of growing toward responsible
student achievement reveal that on adulthood, a faculty well-equipped
19 academic tests American students to teach and deeply concerned
lXe~e firs ocsecond.and.,u >-...-j_about..the-IQtallif"-Ot-th<>-Studenr, a
comparison with other staff and administration willing to
industrialized nations, were last serve the pressing needs of the
seven times. community. The vision is one of
Little wonder that the report is exalting God by loving Him with all
titled "ANation at Risk." A free and our rational faculties (Mark 12:30),
democratic society cannot function What about talent? It's in no short
apart from an informed citizenry. supply at Whitworth, The scholastic
Ignorance is the surest and quickest average of our freshman class this
route to slavery. year is 3,6. Listen to the choir and
How does Whitworth College fit
into this scene?
I was struck by the observation in
the report that the current decline
stems primarily from "weakness of
purpose, confusion of vision,
underuse of talent, and lack of
leadership." What made this
statement leap from the page is the
fact that these very qualities -
purpose, vision, talent and
leadership - are what makes
Whitworth what it is today.
you'll never doubt whether there is
musical talent on campus. In athlet-
ic competition as well as in the
quietness of contemplation there is
abundant evidence that
Whitworthians are immensely
talented.
What can we say about
leadership? Is Whitworth turning
out leaders? At this point I could
easily produce a list of prominent
alumni who have excelled in their
chosen fields, And that is one
important kind of leadership. Yet
there is another kind to provide
direction for society. The powerful
impact of a Single life dedicated to
the well-being of others is a form of
leadership too often overlooked.
Whitworth graduates are notable for
choosing careers of service.
The education system of America
may be in dire straights but the
answer is not more money. It is a
clearer grasp of what makes people
reach out for excellence. The
Christian faith fosters those qualities
of character that make for greatness.
It provides a reason for being and
clarity of vision. It demands the full
involvement of every talent we
possess and calls us to lead out by
demonstrating what it means to be
God's children in a hurting world.
The Commission on Excellence
in Education has done us a real
service. It has reminded us of where
Whitworth can make a major
contribution in the dilemma of
American higher education.
Today, as in the past, Whitworth
eagerly accepts that challenge.
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A SPOKANE FREE lANCER SITS IN HIS
<".' ..' " ,', ."\::;.-,,
week, but finally he knows he can wait no
longer. What has happened to the family
has happened; writing about it will not
change that, he decides. So he sits at the
rypewriter and begins.
"The grieving mother stands in a
supermarket parking lot, huddled against
a cold spring breeze, waiting to give the
hit-man his down payment," he writes.
It is the saga of a respected Spokane
family whose son was tried and convicted
of a series of brutal rapes, culminating in
the heartbroken mother's attempt to
arrange the deaths of the prosecuting
attorney and the judge.
He calls the story into the news-
paper, for which he has written before, and
the national editor is enthusiastic. "We've
seen a few wire stories on this," the editor
exclaims, "not very interesting. But this is
wonderful!"
That Sunday the story covers most
of page three, with two photos. It lands on
almost a million East Coast doorsteps.
Three days later Newsweek magazine dis-
patches a team to Spokane, and soon this
poor family's crisis is cast worldwide.
There are even feelers from Hollywood on
a movie. And the newspaper makes a
by Paul Bunning
--_. --- - --_. -
lucrative offer to the journalist for con-
tinued reporting.
But the free lancer can't shake the
lingering feeling that he has profited from
someone else's woes.
And that that is not a good way to
profit
•FORTY MILES AWAY, IN IDAHO, RE-
porter Teresa Tsalaky has uncovered
evidence of wrongdoing by a government
official in the Spokane Valley. In the old
days she'd have dropped everything and
gone after the story hard. But lately she's
been having doubts.
"If something you write is going to
cause him to lose his job, or have his
neighbors walk down the street and say,
'This is a bad guy,' you know - is it really
worth it' asks the Spokesman-Review -
Chronicle journalist and Whitworth
alumna.
So troubling is this question to her
that she is considering leaving journalism
altogether.
"One of my colleagues recently
quit, precisely for that reason, because she
had to at times do things that could even
ruin people's lives by what she wrote,"
Tsalaky says.
"The thing is, it's a question of how
good a reporter you really want to be. You
can hold on to your morals, not go after the
scandals, and be just a mediocre reporter.
If you want to be good, you've got to go
after the news hard. You have to hit it hard,
you have to expose people, everything you
find out, without getting affected by it You
just go out there and do it"
Tsalaky studied at Whitworth for
two years in the late 1970s, and then
transferred to Western Washington Univer-
siry, which she felt had a stronger jour-
nalism department. But what she calls her
moral sensitivity she traces from Whit-
worth religion and philosophy classes.
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"I think it helped teach me to look
below the surface of, for instance, what a
person is doing, if he is mishandling city
monies, or ripping off his employees, to
look beyond that to the person himself,"
she says.
Alas, such sensitivity has a price -
particularly in a world in which she who
hesitates is lost.
While Tsalaky's work was accumu-
lating a residue of doubt, the real question-
ing, ironically, came after she wrote a nice,
innocent series of features "about a lady
living in a tent up at the Lake Cocolalla
(Idaho) campground because she could
not afford to live anywhere a!se. About a
month and a half after (the first story) I
went back up to visit her and found out she
was still there. There had been dozens of
people who had brought her food or
stopped by to visit, or brought her
blankets, or gave her a few extra dollars, or
sent her stamps in the mail. People had
done all sorts of things for her. So Iwrot
second story. I got a letter from her pressures of deadlines and limited re-
days later - the story had just dey 1 sources to vent their grievances.
her because she didn't want to Such bellyaching certainly didn't
leech on society - because she begin when then-Vice President Spiro
- and being seen as someone " Agnew labeled journalists "nattering
taken all this charity destroyed hefp, / nabobs of negativism" during the Water-
She was really upset. And so I'm thit'i;}jlh gate years. (The speech was ghost-written
that if there are stories like this where 11' . by journalist Pat Buchanan.)
don't mean to hurt anyone, but yo In fact, the first newspaper in the
devastate someone - just an old lady'., United States was shut down in the 1690s
living in a tent - how aboutthe stories that\, because of sensational reporting about the
purposely show someones-doing some- -.""'~~~~~~ii!*~ibrlg, of France's illicit sexual affairs, which
thing wrong?l'.!fI'¢nded polite society.
"So that was the trigger rightthere," Then, in the late 1700s, the press'
Tsalaky says. was, in Gray's words, sheer "vitriol." When
Since she has begun questioning Thomas Jefferson became president, his
the power her job holds, she has found foe,AlexanderHamilton, used the press to
other journalists who worry about it, too. defame him regularly.
"One lady who works for the Spokane Later, out of office.jefferson, in his
papers told me she could never be a hard own press, returned the favor.
news writer and she'll have to stick to Today it is fashionable to argue that
writing features for that reason," she says. the press abuses its first amendment guar-
By the time this article appears, antees of freedom. YetGray believes "they
Tsalaky believes she will probably have (the founding fathers) wanted the freedom
gone into private business and left to attack one another when they were out
journalism altogether. of office. And therefore they began to build
• those freedoms ... I think much of it was
BUT ANOTHER ALUMNUS,A FORMER sclf-prorcctionWe'll have to grant certain
writer for various newspapers and Time freedoms because we might have to claim
and Life, points out that every profession them later on.'
faces these ethical and moral questions. "And I think there's some social
And in journalism, "Maybe it's better to , health to that, because who's to decide
have someone who has a high sense of what's responsible and what isn't' It's very
ethics and moral standards writing it than it difficult."
would be to turn it over to other people In fact, Gray believes that the
who are going to be reckless." modern print media - in a far more
Richard G. Gray, PhD., '54, is now complex and dangerous world - is more
professor and dean of the respected responsible today than it has ever been.
Indiana University School of Journalism, And it is in that type of world that
and he has thought long and hard about Gray sees Whitworth having a role.
these questions. "Whitworth is where I got a good
"Every reporter has moments like deal of my own sense of perspective," he
that -everyone, at least, who reports says.
anything significant. You have to weigh the "Whitworth has great advantages
need for people to know versus the right of for educating a journalist. You can apply
someone's privacy. your liberal education, sense of ethics, a
"Aresponsible reporter has to ask if kind of sense of values that you get out of
it's really necessary to reveal something schools such as Whitworth. In those dif
that's going to hurt someone. Those are ficult situations, I think you're better
tough decisions. But don't you think those prepared to act responsibly. That's one of
are tough decisions you have to make in all the strengths of a college such as
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walks of life? If you're a lawyer you have
to decide whether you're going to defend
someone who might be guilty - but the
person still deserves the best defense they
can get so that justice is evolved," Gray
says.
Perhaps it is relatively new for jour-
nalists to think about the difficult ethical
problems of their work (although some
would say not), but the questions are
undeniably more important today, when
the press is so powerful and influential.
Still, it has long been fashionable
for outsiders comfortably distant from the
'Lt responsible reporter has to ask
Whitworth," he says.'
Such value-oriented education for
journalists, he says, is unfortunately lacking
at many journalism schools.
As a result, he hates to see sensitive
alums like Tsalaky abandon journalism.
"Responsible Christians don't hide
from the world, they don't avoid issues. I
certainly don't think Christ was avoiding
the nastier parts of life, he was meeting
with publicans, prostitutes, tax collectors
(the legalized criminals of the day) ... in
journalism you don't have to be a goody
gum drop just writing about superficial
niceties. Divorce, drugs, alcohol, crime,
adultery and all kinds of things are parts of
people's every day lives. That'S what Christ
came into the world to minister to. So, I
think it's a matter of the perspective you
bring ... I would like to see Christians in
spots of responsibility in the media of this
country - it would bring about a more
honest, better-intentioned media."
But bootstrapping the media into
higher planes of responsibility seems, to
journalists in it, terribly difficult, for the
forces that control the media loom above
them. Most reporters - Christian or nor c-
believe they are covering the news as best
they can.
"You really don't have time to think
about making it sensational or slanted -
you've just got to go, get the story, come
back, write it, get it done," Tsalaky
observes. "I think most people really do try
to be fair, It you get a call at 10 or yOW'
editor comes up to your desk and says get ,.-
this story in two hours - and some-
sources are out of their office for two hours
- and you can only get ahold of one
person instead of half a dozen - then,
oftentimes if the story isn't fair, it's just
because of the time constraints."
Every reporter longs for the perfect
world he or she read about in the text-
books: get at least two, and preferably
three sources to independently verify
information; get both sides of any contro-
versy; give the subject of an unflattering
article ample chance to hear and respond
to accusations. Above all, take the time to
double check and triple check facts. The
trouble with the textbook version, how-
ever, is that newsrooms don't employ
unlimited numbers of journalists, who can
take all the time they need to make the
story perfect.
Every reporter dreads hearing at
deadline time: "Go with what you've got.
I've saved a news hole for you. "
The reporter who habitually refuses
to write the story before it is perfect will
find himself or herself habitually in the
unemployment line.
So - who are the ogres?
Time and resources are governed
not by writers, and only marginally by
editors, but mostly by accountants and
businessmen and women, and ultimately,
if indirectly, by advertisers.
The financial role of advertisers in
the electronic media is unquestioned -
station and network income is directly
related to viewer ratings - but even
newspapers earn most of their revenue-
as much as 80 to 90 percent - from
advertising. Some papers - the "shop-
pers" - can support news staffs, artists,
printing presses, even potted plants with-
out charging subscribers a penny. One
example was the Spokane Community
Press, which often ran 30 or 40 pages with
full color, and had a team of editors and
writers that occasionally scooped the
established dailies. When it folded three
years ago, the weekly was profitable but its
new Portland, Ore.,-based owner decided
to consolidate operations in Oregon.
•AS '64 GRADUATEAi KAULNOTES, TIME
and resources have a large influence on
what television can cover, as well. An
editor and producer for the West Coast
NBC Nightly News in Los Angeles, he says
NBC is always receiving criticism from
people who say something should have
been covered that wasn't or was covered
that shouldn't have been. A lot of it boils
down to judgment, because the national
news, with 22 minutes of evening air time
(the remainder of the "half-hour" is
commercial), simply cannot cover
everything.
He recalls his reporting days when
he was researching a story about the "boat
people" in Thailand and Cambodia. "They
were Iiving in terrible conditions, children
playing on ground strewn with feces ... it
was terrible. It needed to be told."
But before he could complete the
work, the U.S.Embassy was sacked in Iran,
and NBC, unable to do both stories,
diverted him to Tehran, which seemed
more pressing. Yet Americans need to
know what is happening in Asia.
"Time and resources," Kaul says
matter-of-factly.
Time and resources are decided,
not in the fleld, where they matter most,
but in quiet executive suites with
computer printouts and economic fore-
casts in loose-leaf notebooks.
Gordon Iackson, formerly an editor
and writer for the South African news
magazine To The Point, adds, "Individuals
are generally less important in the media
than they have been in the past - there's
something more of a corporate role than it
has been, and the news we get is far more a
corporate product than an individual one."
Starting this fall, Jackson will be
Whitworth's first full-time journalism
teacher since the much-respected Al
retired three years ago.
He goes on, "There have been a I
of problems newspapers have faced and I
think it's understandable with the whole
economic structure underlying the news-
paper industry, and other media as well,
that it is becoming much tougher to
survive. Maybe there's something Dar-
winian about the survival of the strongest
papers, which can work from a much
healthier and larger corporate base, and
survive more readily."
The largest corporate newspaper,
with greater resources, often does the best
job, he notes. "I think much of American
journalism is superficial, but I have to add
immediately that when you look at the very
best of American journalism, when you
look at what's being done among the best
of American papers, you've got some
superb work being done."
At the same time, some newspaper
chains, with a good deal of money to work
with, habitually run third-rate papers in city
after city; and in some small markets, small
newspapers sometimes achieve top-flight
work.
But generally, in most newspaper
and station newsrooms, money talks
loudest -even if usually in a whisper.
"I'm optimistic in the sense I see an
enormous number of quite talented
people in this country who are going into
fields of journalism, and because of that I
think journalism has the potential to attain
very high standards. But when I see some
of the other forces prevailing, some of
them economic forces, I wonder just how
': . .I can't think of another
profession I uant to do more than
this - on the other hand I'm
asking myself - because of the
much leeway this talent may be given, and
just how many outlets there are for really
creative people - you don't know how
many very gifted reporters and writers are
chasing around the country because their
outfits don't give them anything near the
full scope of their talent," Jackson says.
A small liberal arts school like
Whitworth can have little influence on that
issue. But Jackson sees profound oppor-
tunities for Whitworth to help educate a
sensitive, moral and enlightened group of
journalists - who, in turn, may one day
advance to positions of decision. (Unless
they quit flrst.)
"What journalism ought to be
.oing is ensuring that it is producing
ople who are not only well prepared for
newsroom but who know something a
e beyond - business, sociology,
hology, physics, sculpture," he said. At
orth such a regimen of liberal arts is
Iy encouraged, it is required.
" Dick Gray at Indiana, who con-
sulted with Communication Chairman
Tom Kirkpatrick and Academic Vice
President Richard Ferrin in their plans to
upgrade the program, is enthusiastic about
Whitworth's hiring of Jackson, and sees
him as providing a good chance to educate
exactly that kind of journalist.
"He'll be superb. Gordon Jackson
could be hired at any school of journalism
in the country, and I think Whitworth is
very fortunate. He's a fine teacher, he has
great research potential, and he's a fine
human being and a fine Christian. He'll be
ideal for Whitworth," Gray says. (It was
Gray who urged Jackson to apply.)
By educating superior Christian journ-
alists, perhaps journalism can become
even more responsible, he says. He chides
journalists, including Christians, in the
1950s for failing to spot the potential of
television for news and information. By so
ignoring it, journalists allowed entertain-
ment specialists to predominate, which
they continue to do today. Journalists
made that mistake, in part, he says, because
they weren't educated to be adaptable to
change. They just stuck to their news-
papers, until it was too late.
It is clear that entertainment domin-
ates today. NBC was almost allowing as
much when it removed anchor Roger
Mudd -acknowledged by critics as
probably television's most skilled news-
man - in favor of the boyish and rating-
gathering Tom Brokaw. The plight is even
worse for female television journalists,
who are rarely allowed to age on set.
Despite this, Gray argues that in the
long run content is more important than
style in journalism, and "so I think getting a
good liberal education is very important-
and Whitworth is in a much better position
to offer that today. "
Ratings and advertising income
aside, the real issues in journalism, in a
serious sense, come down to responsi-
biliry and ethical awareness. Gray asks,
"How do you make ethical decisions
unless you have some sort of a philo-
sophical basis? And I don't think that's
always been provided in the past."
He believes Whitworth has particul-
arly grown in this respect, especially
compared with other religious colleges.
"In some points in small Christian
colleges, you were given easy answers. But
there aren't any easy answers to significant
questions. You have to have a framework, a
philosophical framework ... "
In that area, Whitworth's journalism
program can have a true mission, he
believes. "I think the biggest calling for
Christians today is outside the church on
the corner, ministering to life where it is. I
think that Christians should be involved in
major institutions that have consequences
- I think Christians should be involved in
government, in the court system, in
business - and in journalism.
"And so I think that's a real strength
that a place like Whitworth can have."
•MEANWHILE, TSAIAKY, IN THE COEUR
d'Alene bureau of her newspaper, wonders
what to do. "It is exciting - I can'tthinkof
another profession that could have the
excitement, the thrills, the stimulation of
your mind, the decent pay, I can't think of
another profession I want to do more than
this - on the other hand I'm asking myself
- because of the moral questions, is all
this worth it?And it's a very tough decision
to make - it really is."
And on decisions like this the
future of journalism hangs in the balance.
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PEKING PARIS AND PEl
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BY LONNA BALDWIN
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LLTHE RGHT PLACES
Although the Pei team found the Chinese won~·
derfully warm, sensitive people, differences relat-
ed to their background were difficult to overcome.
'Just as I don't understand their ways," Martin says,
"they don't understand the requirements of a lux-
ury hotel."
No one knew what to do, Martin says. The water
wasn't turned on in the hotel until a week before
the opening. The Chinese had to be taught how to
clean the rooms. Things we take for granted -
vacuum cleaners, showers, indoor plumbing ~ are
all totally alien to the Chinese. They burned the
motors out of the vacuum cleaners by not using
bags. And when it came to cleaning the toilets,
impacted from months of use, Martin and his col-
leagues had to dig in - literally - and work
hand-in-hand with the Chinese to assure that the
work would be done.
So much for the glamorous life of an architect.
David Martin is not properly impressed with many countries, nothing had prepared him for the
himself. Cultured, elegant, accomplished - Martin impact of China. "The only way I can describe it,"
works at the top of his profession as an associate in he says, "is that I knew I was in a foreign country. It
the architectural firm of I.M. Pei & Partners in New was a 'knock your socks off, you know you're in a
York foreign country' experience."
Yes, the I.M. Pei, distinguished designer of the The first thing Martin noticed about China was
Kennedy Library, the National Gallery of Art-East that it didn't look like the images he had gleaned
Building and the Boston Museum ofArt - to name from movies and National Geograpbic magazines.
a few. The Soviet pavilion that served as the airport was
During the course of his work, Martin has coor- out in the middle of nowhere. There were no rice
dinated projects in England, France, Italy, Belgium paddies, coolie hats or rickshaws. "That's all in the
and China - and along the way he has won the southern part," he says. But there was a mass of
confidence of colleagues and the respect of some humanity, all dressed alike, all traveling by foot or
very wealthy patrons. His private renovations now bicycle on enormously wide boulevards - "that
range from $500,000 to $5 million. begin nowhere and eventually end nowhere," Mar-
Obviously, Martin is good at what he does. Bur to tin says.
heac.him tell it, his talent is pod1ing rnor tpil.... w..... Pei's plan called for the hote to be ilt at:
ability to solve problems and his success is simply a Chinese materials - with the exception of air
case of being in the right place at the right time. conditioning equipment - by Chinese workers.
"There's really nothing magical about what I And Martin had his share of problems to solve.
do," Martin says. "It takes a certain resourcefulness "The unexpected happened daily," he says. The
... but mainly I approach each project as a problem chief obstacle, and one that Martin never con-
to be solved. And r still have doubts. I still think 'Oh quered, was the Mandarin dialect. "I thought even- ~
my gosh, am I going to be able to do this?' when I tually I'd be able to follow along phonetically," he
start something new." says. "Well, forget it. I didn't know where to start. I
Martin was in Spokane last August to help his still don't. If anything, it got worse." Most work,
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Martin, celebrate even meetings involving 50 to 60 people, was
their 50th anniversary. During an interview at their handled through an interpreter.
apartment overlooking Spokane, Martin managed During the actual building of the hotel, Martin
to look relaxed - in a tee-shirt and slacks - yet spent most of his time in Hong Kong, coordinating
refined as he discussed life in the upper reaches of engineers and mechanical services. "My personal
building and design - past, present and future. worth on the construction site was nil," he says. But
First, of course, was the story of Pei's latest tri- three months prior to the opening, Martin and his
umph. the Fragrant Hill Hotel- a 325-room luxury co-workers moved to Peking to prepare the hotel.
hotel 20 miles outside of Peking, China. Pei, who "It was then," he says, "that we as architects got into
was born in Canton and educated in Shanghai hotel management, of which we know nothing."
before coming to America in 1935, did more than
build a hotel. He provided an historic model for
future Chinese architecture and, in the process,
orchestrated a unique collaboration between East
and West, between a team of New York architects
and a crew of Chinese construction workers.
Touted as "a pacesetter for modern Chinese ar-
chitecture" in Connoisseur magazine, the hotel
reflects Pei's artful blend of Western tradition and
Chinese refinement. He assigned eight top people
to the project. Martin was named project architect.
"It was one of those very special projects," he
says, "that comes along once in a lifetime." And
was it the most exciting of his career? "Without a
doubt," Martin says, "without a doubt."
Martin and two other team members landed in
China for the first time jn November of 1979. Al-
though Martin has traveled extensively and visited
As it turned out, Martin was rewarded for his
labors - in a rather unexpected way. And the
opening, in October, 1982, proved to be a fitting
end to an experience he will never forget. On the
morning of a private opening for dignitaries and
distinguished guests, Martin conducted a tour of
the hotel. Jacqueline Kennedy Onassis was among
the guests. She later requested that Martin be her
escort for the dinner and formal opening ceremo-
nies that evening.
"No one knows her," Martin says. "She's an abso-
lutely beautiful, kind, totally charming woman. We
think we know these people bv what we read about
them in the magazines. We don't know them at ali."
While Martin has more than a few misgivings about
about the. extravagance he sees in his work - "A
lot of it is just so silly," he says, "nobody needs all
that" - he admits his career has given him some
pretty memorable moments. Meeting jackie Onas-
sis for instance. And the China project in general.
"Yes," he says, "there were times in China when I
thought 'Hey David, this is a long way from
Spokane.'"
Ironically, Martin came to his present position by
way of a failure. After graduating from Whitworth in
1962 with a degree in biology and chemistry, he
planned on entering medical school at the Univer-
sity of Washington. He wasn't accepted. When he
found himself feeling very foolish as a zoologist, he
decided to look into the school of architecture. "I
felt I was home the minute I walked in the door,"
he says.
Following graduation he went abroad, working
in Italy and France - apparently not that seriously.
When he did decide to get serious, he came to New
York, applied at the I.M. Pei firm - one of two he
knew about, he says - and was hired. Martin has
been in New York 15 years now - but he hasn't
been with Pei all that time. From 1973 to 1979, he
worked with a former partner of Pel's, mostly in
France. In fact, he had just returned to the Pei firm
- his idea of being in the right place at the right
time - when he was assigned to the Fragrant Hill.
Martin's New York lifestyle is not the fast-paced
flashy existence you might expect from someone
who moves among the successful and affluent.
True, he lives in a ladeeda chic neighborhood on
East 54th street but only, he says, because he is
afraid of the subway - and can walk to work from
there. His life apart from work is, believe it or not,
more work He moonlights on renovations of
penthouse suites in New York and townhouses in
London. He is also a frequent lecturer on the col-
lege circuit. And, in the last three years, he has
devoted more and more time to counseling alco-
The Fragrant Hill Hotel near Peking, China.
holics, drug addicts and cancer patients on a volun-
teer basis.
That doesn't leave much time for playing. No,
Martin says, but counseling is not really work, it's
an integral part of his life. His best friends are
people he's met through counseling. And the con-
trast between the extreme riches he sees in archi-
tectural work and the poverty he finds in counsel-
ing, "people who have been reduced to nothing,"
has given him the insiglit to live "one day at a
time," he says.
"There was a time when work was the most
important thing in my life," he says. "But I've
learned there are other things. I have a more bal-
anced perspective now."
The fact that Martin has broadened his perspec-
tives to include interests other than work has had
little effect on the upward climb of his career. If
anything, the opposite is true. Martin is presently
considering writing a book about the building of
the hotel in China. Ms. Onassis, who works at
Random House publishing, would serve as a con-
sultant and editor on the project.
Martin, a bachelor, laughed delightedly at the
inevitable question, Is there any chance of a rom-
ance' "I suspect not," he says.
There's one other thing. While it's difficult to
imagine, Martin will soon begin work on a project
that will undoubtedly eclipse all of his past profes-
sional achievements. I.M. Pei & Partners has been
commissioned to completely renovate the Louvre
Art Museum in Paris. Martin, who has prior experi-
ence in France, was a natural selection for the
project. Itwill take from 10 to 15 years to complete.
"That should take me up to retirement," Martin
says. He wouldn't hazard a guess on the cost.
"There are probably going to be a lot of zeroes
-and I wouldn't begin to know where to put the
commas."
Martin said the commission is the largest the Pei
firm has ever received. "And," he added, "it is
probably the largest, most important commission
that an architect will everreceive."
Yes. And once again, apparently, David Martin
was in the right place at the right time.
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increased gifts and college student
enrollment.
He tirelessly urged all listeners to
understand and use the information age and
its technology to shape a better future, be-
lieving that a forward
looking view could accom-
plish almost anything. His
numerous articles, na-
tional television appear-
ances and books, includ-
ing Space: A New Direct-
ion for Mankind and
Thinking in the Future
Tense reflected that.
After retiring in 1980, with
Whitworth continuing as his home base, he
was in great demand as a lecturer at the time
of his death by a virus during a tour of China
in 1982.
Announdng the Establishment of the
EDWARD B. LINDAMAN
Chair Of Communication Technology & Change
1----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ,
I I
I 0 Yes, I want to contribute to the Edward B. Lindaman Chair. Enclosed is my endowment gift. !' ,,,,,,,,,
::,,o Please contact me regarding participating in the endowment of the Edward B. Lindaman Chair. I,,,,,
!
o Yes, I want to pledge to the Edward B. Lindaman Chair. 1hereby pledge,
THE CHAIR
Whitworth College proposes to establish a
$500,000 Edward B. Lindaman Chair of
Communication, Technology and Change,
the largest chair endowment in the history of
the college.
Through its annual income, the
support, the salary, teaching costs and
scholarly pursuits of an eninent scholar who,
like the late Ed Lindaman, has a deep
knowledge of the ethics and philosophy of
communication and its technological
application. Whitworth believes he or she
will also contribute Significantly to local,
regional and national constituencies.
The endowment drive was
launched by a $250,000 challenge grant from
a California foundation. If other donors
match this grant by July 1, 1984, the
endowment will fully fund the chair,
allowing its supporters to provide a
perpetual reminder of the vision of the man
for whom the chair is named.
THE MAN
Edward B. Lindaman was deeply tied to the
future. A director of the Apollo moon
program, he felt called to become president
of Whitworth College in 1970. In a decade of
service to the college, he worked profound
changes upon the college, including the
erection of 11 new buildings, several
nationally acclaimed programs, and greatly
"Wbat is needed now is the combining
Of the liberal arts tradition with the
potential output of technology and
the prophetic inquiry born Of a faith
in Christ. That will ultimately save
us. The sheer quantity and
interrelatedness Of men on earth
now demands the application of
those things learned in the industrial
centers of the world. "
THE NEED
Your gift will honor the man and his work.
Ed Lindaman was himself a master
communicator, and sought to explain the
impact and implications of high technology
on our future. This academic area is one of
immense student demand, one clearly in the
center of understanding and transforming
forces of global concern.
The College hopes to complete
full funding of this chair by July 1, 1984, and
immediately begin a national search for a
scholar-teacher of the highest caliber.
$ --- __ priortojanuary 1.1984
NAME
$-- priortojuly I. 1984
ADDRESS =:-- _
SUn'!
j Edward B. Lindaman,,
: Mail to: Ricbard E. Matheny, Vice President for Development, Whitworth College, Spokane, WA 99251,
1 ----------------------------------------------- _
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THE PRESIDENTS--The Presidents' Club Is designed
tor those donors of $1,000 or
more In unrestricted support
during the fiscal year.
Allstate Foundation
American Cyanamid Company
American Sign and Indicator
Company
Anonymous
Dr. & Mrs, Gilbert Ashar
Atlantic Richfield Foundation
Dr. & Mrs. Forrest E. Baird
Mr. & Mrs. Dirk Barel
Elinor Becker
Lowell Berry Foundation
Mr. & Mrs. Clarence A. Black
Boeing Company
Gus J. Bouten Construction
Company
John L. Bronson Estate
Mr. & Mrs. Waldo Buckler
Rev. & Mrs. Frank E. Burgess
Mrs. Kathryn G. Call
Mr. & Mrs. Morrison Campbell
Carnation Company Foundation
Central Pre-Mix Concrete
Company
Chevron Oil Company
Rev. & Mrs. Richard B. Cole
Columbia Lighting
Comstock Foundation
Crown Zellerbach Company
Miss Margaret Daqetoerde
Dr. & Mrs, Jess D. Daniels
Mr. & Mrs. E.B. Defeyter
Dr. & Mrs. Gary Demarest
Mr. & Mrs. Robert A. Dewey
Mr. & Mrs. Leslie Dobbins
Eaton Foundation
Egtvedt Charitable Trust
Empire Lines
Freda P. Fall Charitable Trust
Mr. & Mrs. Melvin K. Fariss
Lillian Feenan Estate
Mr. & Mrs. William C. Fix
Mr. & Mrs. Louis A. Flora
General Telephone Company
Mr. & Mrs. G. Michael Goins
M. Irene Grieve Estate
Mr. & Mrs. Stanley M. Gwinn
Mr. & Mrs. Herbert Hamblen
Mr. & Mrs. Richard Alan Hardt
Mr. & Mrs. LJ. Harger
Mr & Mrs, Jack Hatch
Mr. & Mrs. Marvin D. Heaps
The Hearst Foundation
Dr. & Mrs. David L Hicks
Mr. & Mrs. Albert G. Howell
Independent Colleges of
Washington
International Business Machines
George Frederick Jewett
Foundation
Mr. & Mrs. Walter R. Johnson
kersbaws. Incorporated
Key Tronic Corporation
Mr. & Mrs. J.H, Kimbrell
C L IJ 8
Rev. & Mrs. Richard C. Kroeger,
JL
Mr. & Mrs. Harold Landon
Rev. & Mrs. Bruce Larson
Mr. & Mrs. Ronald B. Leighton
Mr. & Mrs. Elmer C. Lindahl
Mr & Mrs. George Long
Mr. & Mrs. Richard E. Matheny
Mr. & Mrs. AM. Matsen
Mr & Mrs. R. Bruce McCullough
Dr. & Mrs. George L McLarren
John A. McMillan
Merrill, Lynch. Pierce, Fenner and
Smith
Dr. & Mrs. Dean W. Miller
Mr. & Mrs. R.G. Miller
Dr. & Mrs. Robert H. Mounce
Dr. & Mrs. Kenneth G. Myers
Mr. & Mrs. LA Myhre
Jane Newhall
Mr. & Mrs. John L Nickel
Mr. & Mrs. Brian V. Norkaitis
Northwestern Mutual Life -
Spokane
ONB Corporation
Pacific Northwest Bell
Sunzah Park
David & Dorothy Pierce Trust
Mr. & Mrs. Morris Plotkin
Mr. & Mrs. Martin S. Polhemus
Alice E. Postell
Dorothy Rademacher
R.B. Richardson
Dr. & Mrs. William C. Richter
Mr. & Mrs. John D. Aobblee
John Roden
Mr. & Mrs. Werner Rosenquist
Mr. & Mrs. AC. Schei
Mr. & Mrs. John P. Scottord
Sears Roebuck Foundation
Elsie H, Simpson
Florence F. Soden Trust
Col. & Mrs. Jack R. Starrett
Mr. & Mrs Robert G. Stevens
Mr. & Mrs, Edward H. Stirm
Mr. & Mrs. Kim P. Storm
Mr. & Mrs Arthur E. Symons
Dorathea Teeter
Mr. & Mrs. Ingwer W. Thomsen
Mr. & Mrs. Edward Unicume
Union Oil Company Foundation
Mr. & Mrs. Charles M. Walsh
Dr. & Mrs. Donald E. Warner
Washington Water Power
Company
Mr. & Mrs. Robert E. Weber
Drs. Robert & Elizabeth Welty
O. Kirkland West Estate
West Coast Grocery
Dr. & Mrs. CD. Weyerhaeuser
Weyerhaeuser Company
Foundation
Tyrone W. Whitney Estate
Luke Williams Family Foundation
Earl Wirth
Mr. & Mrs. Lawrence O. Worster
Wurst Family Foundation
Mr. & Mrs. William R. Yinger
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THE 500-- C L IJ 8The 500 Club accommodates
donors who contribute $500 to
$999 m unreatrfcted support to
the college during the fiscal year.
Anonymous
Mr. and Mrs. Dennis Ashlock
Atlantic Richfield Foundation
Mr. & Mrs. Douglas Barlow
Bechtel Foundation
Briggs Oil Company,
Mr. & Mrs. Thoburn Brown
Or. & Mrs. F. Dale Bruner
Mrs, Richard L Campbell
Mr. & Mrs. Alan F, Carter
Dr. &-Mrs. Robert M. Christiansen
Rev. & Mrs. Douglas Clegg
Frances Clizer
Cominco American, Incorporated
Dr. & Mrs. Homer Cunningham
Mr. & Mrs. Leslie Deibert
Timothy R. Eaton
Mr. & Mrs. Peter Farnum
Or. & Mrs. Richard I. Ferrin
Mr. & Mrs. Fred R. Glandon
Dr. & Mrs. Loren A. Gothberg
Dr. & Mrs. Garland Haas
Mr. & Mrs. Harold W. Harding
Harvey's Incorporated
Rev. & Mrs. John F. Haugan
Ina L. Hawley
Dr. & Mrs. Theodore D. Hegg
Hughes Aircraft Company
Mr. Carroll M. Hull
International Business Machines
Dorothy S. Jackson
Mr, & Mrs. Lawrence D. Jahnsen
Johnston Foundation
Aldena Lauten
Rev. & Mrs. Richard H. Leon
Mr. & Mrs. Jules E Levin
Dr. & Mrs. James S. lillie
Mr. & Mrs. Louis S. Livingston
Mr. & Mrs. M. Bruce McCullough
Mr. & Mrs. Randall C.
McGrady-Beach
Harold C. Metcalf
Howard G. Moneymaker
Mr. & Mrs. Haydn Morgan
Mr. & Mrs. AD. Myers
Northwest Mutual Life-Milwaukee
Dr. & Mrs. H.E. Penhalurick
Mr. & Mrs. Harold W. Pierre
Piper, Jaffray & Hopwood, Inc.
Capt. & Mrs. William D.
Pocklington
Mr. & Mrs. William B. Pond
Elizabeth Anne Poplin
Dr. & Mrs Ronald B. Rice
Mr. & Mrs. Claude D. Robinson
Or. & Mrs. Lee Rodkey
Mr. & Mrs. Robert E. Rutherford
Peter F. Said
Mr & Mrs. EW. Sandygren
Mr. & Mrs. G.E. Sharman
Mr. & Mrs, Alva L Shriner
Mr. & Mrs. Waller J. Spangenberg
Elizabeth L Symons
Mr. & Mrs. Wallace M. Turner
United Parcel Service Foundation
Mr & Mrs. Lee H. Walker
Mr. & Mrs. Craig A. Weddle
Mr. & Mrs. Lee Williams
Michael E. Young
THE CENTIJRY-- 2 1 C L IJ 8Included In the Century 21 Club
are donors 0' $100 to $499 In
unrestricted support during the
"seal year.
Abbott Industries Fund
Acme Concrete Company
Mr. & Mrs. William H. Adam
Mr. & Mrs. H.F.R. Adams
Mr. & Mrs. Sam H. Adams
Vicki J. Adams
Mr. & Mrs, Thomas R. Adkison
Rev. & Mrs. William Ailes
Mr. & Mrs. Charles Ainley
Alcoa Foundation
Helen Allen
Mr. & Mrs. Homer J. Allen
American Medical International
Mr. & Mrs. Peter D. Ames
Amfac Foundation
Mr. & Mrs. Carroll A. Anderson
Mr. & Mrs. George H. Anderson
Mr. & Mrs. John David Anderson
1t1ark Andrews
Anonymous
Dr. & Mrs. Lewis F- Archer
Dr. Albert Arend
Dr. & Mrs. Deane Arganbright
Edward Arildson
Mary M. Arnold
Artistic Iron Works
Mr. & Mrs, Gary W. Ash
Mrs. Leonard Ashbaugh
Dr. & Mrs, Sherwin Avann
Libby Avnet
Mr. & Mrs. Don Axworthy
Mr. & Mrs. Stanley Ayers
Mr. & Mrs. Thomas P. Babagian
Mr. & Mrs James A. Baer
Ball Corporation
Bank of Fairfield
Hazel Bardin
Mr. & Mrs. Norman H. Bare
Mrs. Helen G. Barnard
Mr. & Mrs. William G. Barnet
Mr. & Mrs. Roger Barth
Daniel Lee Barton
Miss Florence W. Bassett
Mr. & Mrs. Edgar T. Bassford
Robert A. Beach
Mr. & Mrs. William H. Beard
Mr. & Mrs. Brian W. Beaumont
Mr. & Mrs. D. Becker
Mr. & Mrs. Helmuth Bekowies
Mr. & Mrs. David B, Belzer
Mr, & Mrs. Donald M. Bennett
Mr. & Mrs. Jay K. Benoscek
Mr. & Mrs. James E. Bentson
Mr. & Mrs. Kim Berg
Mr & Mrs. Jack C. Bills
Jolly R. Bilstad
Rev. & Mrs. Raymond E.
Blackstone '
Rev. & Mrs. Carl. Blanford
Rev. & Mrs. John Blom
Dr. Laura J. Bloxham
Boeing Company
Mr. & Mrs. Vance 0, Boeve
Mr. & Mrs, Wayne Bonham
Dr. & Mrs. F. Carlton Booth
Dr. & Mrs. Charles C. Bovee
Mr. & Mrs. Kenneth L Bowersox
Rev. & Mrs. Robert M. Bradburn
Mr. & Mrs. James D. Brassard
Rev. & Mrs. Lavern F, Brassard
Mr. & Mrs. Ricardo Bravo, Jr.
Mr. & Mrs. C. Spencer Bready
Mr. & Mrs. Scott T. Brewer
Mrs. EH. Brewer
Mr. & Mrs. William P. Brill
Beverly Anne Brown
Mrs. Alice R. Brown
Mr. & Mrs, Wayne E. Brown
Mr & Mrs. Wesley J. Brubacher
The Brunswick Foundation
Rev. & Mrs. Willie D. Bryant
Nancy Bryenton
ES. Burgan and Son
Mr. & Mrs. Michael A. Burke-
Smith
Mr. & Mrs, C.P, Butler
Mr. & Mrs. Paul Brett Butler, Jr.
Mr. & Mrs. Glenn L. Button
Mr. & Mrs. Michael T. Calkins
Mr. & Mrs. Christopher D. Call
Mr. & Mrs. Don I. Campbell
Mrs, Kenneth Campbell
Dr. & Mrs. James Cardle
Mr. & Mrs. Homer C. Cardle
Mr. & Mrs. Glenn D. Carlson
Mrs. Albert Carlson
Maj. Gen. Richard Carr
Mr. & Mrs. John P. Carrell
Mr. & Mrs. Henry Carstensen, Jr.
Dennie A. Carter
Mr. & Mrs. Clifford E. Chaffee
Mr. & Mrs. R.w. Chamberlain
Mr. & Mrs. Michael T. Charles
Mr. & Mrs. James E. Chase
C. Dean Chu
City Ramp Parking Garage
Mr. & Mrs. Thomas P. Clark
Mr. & Mrs. Hezekiah Clark
Jerry D. Clark
Kathleen M. Clark
W. Theodore Clark
Mr. & Mrs. Gordon Clinton
Darrell F_Clukey
Or. & Mrs. William L. Cole
Mr. & Mrs. George F. Coller
Lois I. Collins
Mr. & Mrs. Donald B. Colpitts
Columbia Paint Company
Container Corporation
Foundation
Continental Bank Foundation
Mr. & Mrs. William A. Converse
Or. & Mrs. Janine R. Cooley
Cooper Industries Foundation
Mr. & Mrs. Clinton Corliss
Mr. & Mrs. Blair Cosman
Mr. & Mrs. Melvin Cowen
Mr. & Mrs. Clarence Crowell
Mr. & Mrs. Robert B. Cuppage
Mr. & Mrs. William P. Curry
Mr. & Mrs. Orrel A. Daniel
Mr. & Mrs. William J. Davies
Davis and Hosch Music
Company
Mrs. Fred Deal
Or. & Mrs. Gerald S. Dean
Mr. & Mrs. Mitchell E. Denning
Mr. & Mrs. John S. Detlor
Mr. & Mrs. A.C. Deutsch
- t s =.
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Diamond Bowl Incorporated
Dietrich Farms
Digital Equipment Corporation
Dr. & Mrs. David E. Dilworth
Dr. & Mrs. Harry Dixon
Mrs. Dorothy Dixon
Miss Elsie Doak
Domini's Sandwiches
Mr. & Mrs. Gordon J. Donnelly
Mr. & Mrs. H.W. Dornsife
Rev. & Mrs. Galen Doughty
Drumheller Analytical
Laboratories
Dr. & Mrs. R. Fenton Duvall
Mr. & Mrs. Harold l. Eastburg
Dr. & Mrs. Philip W. Eaton
Mr. & Mrs. Sydney K. Eaton
Eaton Corporation
Mr. & Mrs. Edward G. Eccles
Francis G. Edmunds
Mr. & Mrs. Gary Edwards
Mrs. K.P. Ellenberger
Mr. & Mrs. Bernard R. Elo
Mr. & Mrs. Richard W. English
Mr. & Mrs. Jeffrey L. Enkema
Mr. & Mrs. Louis C. Enkema
Dr. & Mrs. David Erb
Mr. & Mrs. Donald A. Ericson
Dr. & Mrs. James P. Evans
Miss Ernestine Evans
Miss Jessie Ewing
Exchange Lumber Company
Mr. & Mrs. Stanley L. Fahlgren
Rev. Benjamin C. Fairchild
Fairfield Farms Incorporated
Mr. & Mrs. Ward N. Fancher, III
Farmers & Merchants Bank
Farnsworth Investment Company
Mary E. Farris
Major & Mrs. William D. Farris
Dr. & Mrs. Duncan S. Ferguson
Mrs. V.T. Finch
Mr. & Mrs. Leland Fish
First National Bank
Mr. & Mrs. Gordon 0 Fisher
Neil D. Fitch
Wilbur J. Fitch
Jon W. Flora
Mr. & Mrs. Robert A. Flora
Mr. & Mrs. W.O. Fluharty
Mr. & Mrs. Neat R. Fosseen
Paul C. Fossum Incorporated
Mr. & Mrs. Earl M, Fraley
Dr. & Mrs. A.G. Frase
Mr. & Mrs. Robert D. Fraser
Mr. & Mrs. Bruce E. Fraser
Mr. & Mrs. Gene R. Freeburg
Carol S. Fryer
Takaka Fukumizu
Dr. & Mrs. David Gaiser
Mr. & Mrs. F.M. Galbraith
Lt. Col. Elijah N. Gallaway
Mr. & Mrs. Stanton H. Ganders
Garland-Harper Carpet
Mr. & Mrs. Richard A. Gartland
Mr. & Mrs. George F. Gauntlett
Mr. & Mrs. David L. Gaut
Mr. & Mrs. Hollister R. Gee
The General Electric Foundation
General Mills Foundation
Mr. & Mrs. Garfield T. George
Mr. & Mrs. John E. Gillespie
linda J. Gillingham
Mr. & Mrs. J. William Gillis
Mr. & Mrs. Earl Gilmartin, Jr.
Rev. & Mrs. William D. Glenn
Rev. & Mrs. Casper T. Glenn
Dr. & Mrs. Willard F. Goff
Mr. & Mrs. Thomas M. Goodenow
Dr. & Mrs. Edward E. Gotts
Kathryn A. Gottschalk
Mr. & Mrs. Edward J. Grady
Mr. & Mrs. Stan R. Graham
Greater Spokane Community
Foundation
Dr. & Mrs. Stephen W. Grindall
Rev. & Mrs. Richard L. Gronhovd
Mr. & Mrs. Vernon l. Grose
Dr. & Mrs. Paul N. Grubb
Mr. & Mrs. Donald C. Guenther
Rev. & Mrs. John G. Gunn
Mr. & Mrs. Richard Haase
Mrs. M.H. Haddad
Ava Hagen
Mr. & Mrs. Larry M. Hagen
Mr. & Mrs. Richard Hall
Mr. & Mrs. Jeffrey Hallsten
Mr. & Mrs. Howard H. Hamamoto
Mr. & Mrs. Paul Hammond
Hidde Hanenburg
Mr. & Mrs. Ronald F. Hanna
Raymond L. Hanson
Mr. & Mrs. Don D. Harbaugh
Mr. & Mrs. Ray W. Hart
Judith S. Hastings
Timothy C. Haugan
Hazen and Jaeger
Mrs. Frank M. Heathe
Mr. & Mrs. William R. Heathman
Wesley C. Hein
Mr. & Mrs. Harry Hennessey
Mrs. Vincent L. Henry
Mr. & Mrs. Robert H. Herron
Hieber Properties
Mr. & Mrs. Glen E. Hiemstra
Mr. & Mrs. Walter J. Higgen
Mr. & Mrs. Gerald J. Hill
Hill and Hill Travel Service
Mr. & Mrs. HW.S. Ho
Mr. & Mrs. Tom Hoback
RUby L. Hobson
Hoffman Music Company
Mr. & Mrs. Donald I. Hotstrand
Mr. & Mrs. Lawrence E. Hogue
Mr. & Mrs. Phillip N. Hogue
Mr. & Mrs. Clyde Hotdar
Mr. & Mrs. William C. Hollifield
Mr & Mrs. Stanley Hollingsworth
Dr. & Mrs. Maurice R. Holt
Honeywell Foundation
Mr. & Mrs. Leroy Hook
Mr. & Mrs. Gary J. Hopkins
Mrs. Walt Horan
Dr. & Mrs. Frank E. Houser, Jr.
Mr. & Mrs. Garold G. Howell
Mr. & Mrs. Russell M. Hoecker
Del & Shari Hueter
Mr. & Mrs. David K. Hughes
John A. Hughes
Mr. & Mrs. Dan F. Hultgrenn
Mr. & Mrs. Elart F. Hultgrenn
Hyde Secretarial Service
Rev. & Mrs. Leslie R. Hyder
Mr. & Mrs. George F. Ingraham,
JL
Mr. & Mrs. G. Robert tnkpen
Inland Foundry Company
Inland Pacific Stamp Works
Intermountain Electric
Incorporated
Mr. & Mrs. Hugh Jackman
Mr. & Mrs. Gordon A. James
Mrs. Betty James
Rev. & Mrs. Andrew A. Jarvis
John Deere Foundation
Mr. & Mrs. Ansell G. Johnson
Mr. & Mrs. James Blake Johnson
Dr. & Mrs. Jasper Johnson
Dr. & Mrs. Milton E. Johnson
Mr. & Mrs. Willard l. Johnson
Vern Johnson and Sons
Incorporated
Drs. Hugh & Mary Johnston
Mr. & Mrs. Thomas E. Johnston
Mr. & Mrs. Dewi Jones
Miriam R. Jones
Rev. & Mrs. G. Loren Jones
Mrs. Dorothy M. Joy
Mr. & Mrs. Patrick Kag
Mr. & Mrs. Gail Kalk
Mr. & Mrs. Alan S. Kaul
Shirley & vosn!o Kawano
Mr. & Mrs. Alan C. Kay
Gard N. Kealoha
Rev. & Mrs. Jerry L Kelly
Dr. & Mrs. William M. Kelly
Mr. & Mrs. Gary W. Kennaly
Jon F. Ked
Mr. & Mrs. Lyle Kerns
Kidder Peabody and Company
Dr. Don E. King
Mr. & Mrs. J. Howie King
Mr. & Mrs. Bill Kinsley
Thomas L. Kittleman
Mr. & Mrs. Richard A. Kletsch
Dr. & Mrs. Mark L Koehler
Drs. Richard & Donna Koerker
Mr. & Mrs. Harold B. Kohr
Dr. Ted Koopmans
Krueger Sheet Metal Company
Laurene M. Lafontaine
Joann E. Landon
Martha A Lane
Mr. & Mrs. R. James Lane
Larsen and Associates
Mr. & Mrs. Glen R. Larson
Mr. & Mrs. Warren Lashua
Mr. & Mrs. Bruce M. Laurie
Mrs. Phillip Laurie
Mr. & Mrs. James P. Leahey
Dr. & Mrs. Harry Lee
Mr. & Mrs. John D. Leigh
Miss Mildred Lemon
Mr. & Mrs. Y.O. Leong
Burton Level
Mr. & Mrs. John Lewis
Charles E. Lewis
Mr. & Mrs. Warren C. Lewis
Dr. & Mrs. Donald Liebert
Dr. & Mrs. M.D. Lift
Sara A. Lindgren
Katherine A. Logan
Mr. & Mrs. Jon B. Louis
Mrs. Elsie S. Low
Lucky
Lutheran Mutual Life Insurance
Mrs. Robert A. Lutz
Rev. & Mrs. William S. Lutz
Mr. & Mrs. Jack MacDonald
Mr. & Mrs. Donald A. MacNab
Dr. Patricia MacDonald
Mr. & Mrs. James H. MacDonald
Macy & Company, Incorporated
Nathan A. Maddox
':4s I look back, I
see a school
committed to
giving its
students God's
perspective. He
has planned the
race each of us
must run.
Whitworth has
.helped me to run
that race. "
R. Alan Magnuson
Dr. & Mrs. Gerald H. Mahaffey
Mr. & Mrs. Ernest C. Major
Mr. & Mrs. Earnest A. Manildi
Rev. & Mrs. J. Alfred Marquam
Susan A Mars
Dr. & Mrs. J. Murray Marshall
Mr. & Mrs. Leonard Martin
Dr. & Mrs. Duwaine T. Matthews
Mrs. Mildred Malison
Mr. & Mrs. A.B. McEachern
Mr. & Mrs. Robert W McEachran
Geri l. McFarland
Iva C. McGillivray
Mr. & Mrs. Ralph N. McGrady
Mr. & Mrs. Robert A. McMullen
Mr. & Mrs. Harrison McVay
McVay Brothers, Incorporated
MarHy J. McWilliams
Dr. & Mrs. Neil Medefind
R.S. Melville
Mrs. Miriam E. Messex
Mr. & Mrs. Russell Mikami
Mr. & Mrs. Otto W_Miller
Rev. & Mrs. Robert A. Mills
Eric T. Moe
Mr. & Mrs. Phillip Monfort
Frances A. Montez
Dr. & Mrs. Raymond W. Moody
Mr. & Mrs. Kenneth E. Moore
Mr. & Mrs. Wilburn G. Moore
Mr. & Mrs. David A. Morley
Mr. & Mrs. Jeffrey E. Morrison
Suetlen M. Mortland
Mr. & Mrs. Raymond Moser
James F. Mctterer
Murphey Favre, Incorporated
Dr. & Mrs. Bruce Murphy
Dr. & Mrs. Keith A. Murphy
Mark A. Musser
Mr. & Mrs. David G. Myers
Dr. Alden G. Myhre
Karen I. Myhre
The N.L. Industries Foundation
Incorporated
Tomiye Nakamura
Natures Way Health Food Store
Douglas Arlin Nave
Mr. & Mrs. Albert A. Nelson
Helen E. Nelson
Mr. & Mrs. Morris E. Nelson
Mr. & Mrs. Robert F. Nelson
Mr. & Mrs. Jeffery O. Neufeld
Nevers & Nevers
Mr. & Mrs. Daniel C. Newell
Mr. & Mrs. Willis H. Newton, Jr.
Dayne Nix
Kaye I. Norris
North Coast life Insurance
Mr. & Mrs. Robert Novasky
Mr. & Mrs. Gerald D. O'Callahan
leonard A. Oakland & NancyBeJl
Cae
Mr. & Mrs. Jeff Detgen
Dr. & Mrs. Edwin A. Olson
Rev. & Mrs. Kenneth E. Onstot
MabelOshanyk
Mr. & Mrs. John Otto
Mr. & Mrs. lawrence Paradis
Mrs. Florence A. Parr
Mr. & Mrs. les Patten
Eric D. Paulson
Pavilion Pool Company
Mrs. A.A. Pearson
Mr. & Mrs. Morris C. Pederson
Peerless-Sunpuft, Incorporated
Mr. & Mrs. Andrew Pehl
Mr. & Mrs. John D. Pembrook
Jane M. Pence
Mr. & Mrs. Richard V. Peters
Dr. & Mrs. William D. Peterson
Gordon C. Peterson
Peterson Ranch
Rev. & Mrs. William O. Pfeiffer
Mr. & Mrs. Richard E. Phenneger
Mr. & Mrs. Owen J. Picton
Mr. & Mrs. Mark A. Pines
Mr. & Mrs. Thomas G. Piper
Mr. & Mrs. Dan L. Plies
Mr. & Mrs. Clyde O. Pock
Dr. Clarence Polhemus
Mr. & Mrs. David l. Pollage
Mr. & Mrs. lowell O. Poore
Mr. & Mrs. Irvin A Potter
Judith C. Potter
Power City Electric Company
F.W. Pratt
Anthony Predisik
Jeanette L. Presby
Don C. Pulver
Dr. & Mrs. W. Wilson Rasco
Kaye L Rasmussen
Dr. & Mrs. Howard A. Redmond
Drs. Donald & Margaret Reed
Mr. & Mrs. John M. Reese
Mr. & Mrs. Larry S. Reid
Mr. & Mrs. Craig E. Rettkowski
George L Reynolds
Mr. & Mrs. Jeong S. Rhee
Mr. & Mrs. Clarence L Rhodes
Richards Printing Company
Mr. & Mrs. Don C. Richner
John W. Rigsby
Mr. & Mrs. C.A. Ripley
Mr. & Mrs. l.C. Ritter
Mr. & Mrs. Don Roberts
Margaret W. Robertson
Mr. & Mrs. Walter Robertson
Rockwell International
Dr. & Mrs. Grant V. Rodkey
Mr. & Mrs. John P. Rodkey
Mr. & Mrs. Norman M. Roehl
Rogers and Rogers, Incorporated
Rosauers Super Market
Mr. & Mrs. John Roth, Jr.
Rev. & Mrs. lloyd Roti
Mr. & Mrs. James Ruane
Mr. & Mrs. Roger A. Russ
Satecc Corporation, seattle
Sateco Corporation. Spokane
Mr. & Mrs. Lee J. Sahlin
Rev. & Mrs. Tetsuo Saito
Mr. & Mrs. Robert F. Salter
Mr. & Mrs. Don A. Samuels
Mr. & Mrs. Lowell Sanford
Mr. & Mrs. Gary G_Sanford
Mrs. Joanne M. Sartz
Lt. Col. & Mrs. James scare.
USMC
Mr. & Mrs. Gerald SChmeling
Mr. & Mrs. Carl A. Schroeder
Mr. & Mrs. Andy Schwab
Mr. & Mrs. Herbert S. SChwab
Mr. & Mrs. Charles B.
Schwabauer
CoL & Mrs. Gordon M.
Schweitzer
Kathy A. Seher
Mr. & Mrs. Myron G. Sessions
Mr. & Mrs. Charles E. Shall better
Vickie l. Sheehan
James F. Shepherd
Janet Shipley
Mrs. Helyn E. Simpson
Mr. & Mrs. J. Ronald Sims
Mr. & Mrs. John H. Sloan
Kevin J. Smith
Mr. & Mrs. Ladd C. Smith
Dr. Paul B. Smith, Jr.
Mr. & Mrs. Richard D. Smith
Paul H. Smucker
Mr. & Mrs. William A. Sperling
Spokane Office Supply Company
Spokane Roofing Company
Spokesman Review
Mr. & Mrs. Harris Statema
Gary B. Stebbins
Mr. & Mrs. Dale F. Stedman
Don Steele
Dr. & Mrs. Robert W. Steffer
Steiner Corporation
Mr. & Mrs. Russell J. Stillwell
Stingle-Atwood & Associates
Mrs. William A Stockman
Mr. & Mrs. Kyle Storm
Mr. & Mrs. George F.l. Stout
Mrs. Betty Stratton
Mr. & Mrs. Gregory A. Strom
Dr. & Mrs. Arnold F. Stueckle
Mr. & Mrs. Clay Swisher
Mr. & Mrs. Irving T. Tague
Tektronix Foundation
Mr. & Mrs. Rich Terrell
W. Glenn Terrell
The lumberyard-Holmdahl
Brothers
Mr. & Mrs. G.A. Thoming
Robert Ellis Thompson
Dr. & Mrs. Duncan M. Thomson
Times Mirror
Mr. & Mrs. Joseph Tonelli
Town & Country Restaurant
Dr. & Mrs. Forrest C. TravaiJJe
Mr. & Mrs. Jim F. Travis
Jane Trefts
Mr. & Mrs. Stephen Trefts
Mr. & Mrs. James S. Trull
TRW Foundation
Mr. & Mrs. C.A. Trzcinski
Mr. & Mrs. Milton Tschache
Dr. Mang-So Tsoi
Mr. & Mrs. David P. Turner
Mr. & Mrs. Howard H. Turner
Kevin C. Turner
Mr. & Mrs. Arnie Tyler
Mr. & Mrs. Francis E. Unti
Mrs. Dorothy M. VanNice
Rev. & Mrs. Alan G. Villesvik
Mr. & Mrs. Ronald L Vincent
Paul Vinther
Mr. & Mrs. James L Von Laven-
Canan
Glenna Sue Voorheis
Mrs. Marie Walker
Mr. & Mrs. Dewitt E. Wallace
Mr. & Mrs. lloyd A. Wallace
Mr. & Mrs. Thomas B. Walton
Richard F. Wandling
Warburg, Paribas Becker
Foundation
Dr. Paul E. Ward
Capt. & Mrs. Robert Warren
Kenneth R. Warren
Washington State Medical
Association
Mr. & Mrs. P. Marshall Watkins
Mrs. Verona l. Watson
Tamara F. Watson
Mr. & Mrs. Marshall Wattman-
Turner
Donald Weaver, Jr.
Dr. Susan A. Weber
Don Weber and Associates
Dr. & Mrs_ Dan Webster
Mr. & Mrs. James A. Weir
Wells Fargo Bank
Mr. & Mrs. George Werner
Mr. & Mrs. James P. Westberg
Western Electric Fund
Western Insecticide Company
Westinghouse Educational
Foundation
Susan Ellen White
Mr. & Mrs. Bruce T. Whitehouse
Mr. & Mrs. Ralph W. Wicklund
Paul Wikstrom
M. Genevieve Wilcox
Mr. & Mrs. C.E. Willard
Mr. & Mrs. Harry D. Williams
Rev. & Mrs. John F. Williams
Mr. & Mrs_ C.H. Willison
Mr. & Mrs. William Winder
Carol I. Winiecki
Mr. & Mrs. Samuel D. Woolsey
William A. Woolum
Mr. & Mrs. Robert W. Wright
Frances J. Wright
Mr. & Mrs. leander E. Wright
Mr. & Mrs. Roland Wurster
Dr. & Mrs. Larry E. Yates
Eloise A. Young
Rev. & Mrs. Herbert Young
The Arthur Young Foundation
Young Life of Spokane
Mr. & Mrs. C. Edward Zeiger
II
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CHURCHES
--,---------------------------
Whitworth College Is people -
administration, faculty, staff and
students. Administration, faculty
and staff are here 10 serve
students in the name of Jesus
Christ and In obedience 10 hi.
calling.
The following congregations
financially support the mission 01
Christian higher education al
Whitworth College:
SYNOD OF
ALASKA·
NORTHWEST
P,trbytrry 01AIlSk.
Ketchikan Presbyterian
Ketchikan, AK
Prtrbytlry of C.nlfll W.shlngton
Eastmant Presbyterian
East Wenatchee, WA
First Presbyterian
Ellensburg, WA
First Presbyterian
Ephrata, WA
First Presbyterian
Kennewick, WA
Moses Lake Presbyterian
Moses Lake, WA
Naches Presbyterian
Naches, WA
First Presbyterian
Okanogan, WA
First Presbyterian
Omak,WA
Othello Presbyterian
Othello, WA
Pasco Presbyterian
Pasco, WA
First Presbyterian
Quincy, WA
Central United Presbyterian
Richland. WA
West Side Presbyterian
Richland, WA
Mt. Pisgah Presbyterian
Roslyn, WA
Waitsburg Presbyterian
Waitsburg, WA
First Presbyterian
Walla Walla, WA
Community Presbyterian
Wapato, WA
Parker Heights United
Presbyterian
Wapato, WA
Federated Presbyterian
WatervUle, WA
First Presbyterian
Wenatchee, WA
Bethany Protestant
West Richland, WA
First Presbyterian
Yakima, WA
Westminster United Presbyterian
Yakima, WA
Prtrbytlry 01 /h. Inl.nd Emplfl
First Presbyterian
Lapwai, 10
Federated Presbyterian
lewiston, 10
Community Presbyterian
Post Falls, 10
Community Presbyterian
Potlatch, 10
First Presbyterian
Sandpoint, 10
Community Presbyterian
St. Maries, 10
First Presbyterian
Clar1c:ston, WA
First Presbyterian
Davenport, WA
First Presbyterian
Fairfield, WA
Community Presbyterian
Oakesdale, WA
Republic Presbyterian
Republic, WA
Emmanuel Presbyterian
Spokane, WA
First Presbyterian
Spokane, WA
Hamblen Park United
Presbyterian
Spokane, WA
Knox Presbyterian
Spokane, WA
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Manito Presbyterian
Spokane, WA
Millwood Presbyterian
Spokane, WA
Northwood Presbyterian
Spokane, WA
Opportunity Presbyterian
Spokane, WA
Shadle Park Presbyterian
Spokane, WA
Westminster United Presbyterian
Spokane, WA
Whitworth Presbyterian
Spokane, WA
Community Presbyterian
Washtucna, WA
Pflsbyl'ry 01North Pug.' Sound
Birchwood Presbyterian
Bellingham, WA
First Presbyterian
Bellingham, WA
St. James Presbyterian
Bellingham, WA
Clallam Bay United Presbyterian
Clallam Bay, WA
United Presbyterian
Edmonds, WA
Cascade View United
Presbyterian
Everett, WA
First Presbyterian
Everett, WA
First Presbyterian
Everson, WA
Friday Harbor United
Presbyterian
Friday Harbor, WA
Mount Vernon United
Presbyterian
Mount Vernon, WA
Terrace View United
Presbyterian
Mountlake Terrace, WA
Whidbey United Presbyterian
Oak Harbor, WA
First Presbyterian
Port Townsend, WA
Calvin Presbyterian
Richmond Beach, WA
lake Forest Park United
Presbyterian
Seattle, WA
Sequim Presbyterian
Sequim, WA
First Presbyterian
Snohomish, WA
Cottage Lake United
Presbyterian
Woodinville, WA
PflSbyl'ry 01Olympl.
First Presbyterian
Centralia, WA
Westminster Presbyterian
Chehalis, WA
Chapel HillUnited Preeoytenen
Gig Harbor, WA
First Presbyterian
Puyallup, WA
First Presbyterian
Raymond, WA
First Presbyterian
Sumner, WA
First Presbyterian
Tacoma, WA
Lakewood Presbyterian
Tacoma, WA
Marine View United Presbyterian
Tacoma, WA
Skyline Presbyterian
Tacoma, WA
University Place United
Presbyterian
Tacoma, WA
First Presbyterian
Toledo, WA
First Presbyterian
Woodland, WA
PflUytrry 01 s"nl.
First Presbyterian
Bellevue, WA
Newport Presbyterian
Bellevue, WA
Overlake Park United
Presbyterian
Bellevue, WA
Inglewood Presbyterian
Bothell, WA
Steel lake Presbyterian
Federal Way, WA
Pine lake Presbyterian
Issaquah. WA
Mercer Island United
Presbyterian
Mercer Island, WA
First Presbyterian
Renton, WA
First Presbyterian
Rolling Bay, WA
Bethany Presbyterian
Seattle, WA
Bethel Presbyterian
Seattle, WA
Central Presbyterian
Seattle, WA
First Presbyterian
Seattle, WA
Japanese Presbyterian
Seattle, WA
John Knox Presbyterian
Seattle, WA
Magnolia Presbyterian
Seattle, WA
lake Burien United Presbyterian
Seattle, WA
lake City Presbyterian
Seattle, WA
New Hope United Presbyterian
Seattle. WA
Northminster United Presbyterian
Seattle. WA
Ravenna Boulevard United
Presbyterian
Seattle, WA
Southminster United Presbyterian
Seattle, WA
University Presbyterian
Seattle, WA
West Side Presbyterian
Seattle, WA
Westminster United Presbyterian
Seattle, WA
Foster Presbyterian
Tukwila, WA
PflSbyl.ry 01Ih. Yukon
First~sbyterian
Anchorage, AK
University Presbyterian
College, AK
First Presbyterian
Fairbanks, AK
SYNOD OF
THE LAKES
& PRAIRIES
Oliver Presbyterian
Minneapolis, MN
SYNOD OF
THE PACIFIC
Carmel Presbyterian
Carmel, CA
First Presbyterian
Concord, CA
Presbyterian Church of West
Valley
Cupertino, CA
Community Presbyterian
Danville, CA
First Presbyterian
Hayward, CA
lafayette-Orinda United
Presbyterian
lafayette, CA
United Presbyterian
lemoore, CA
Union Presbyterian
los Altos, CA
Central Presbyterian
Merced, CA
Park Boulevard United
Presbyterian
Oakland, CA
Presbyterian Church of Red Bluff
Red Bluff, CA
First Presbyterian
58n Mateo, CA
Westhope Presbyterian
Saratoga, CA
First Presbyterian
Ukiah, CA
Walnut Creek United
Presbyterian
Walnut Creek, CA
Smith Memorial United
Presbyterian
Fairview, OR
Westminster Presbyterian
Medford, OR
First Presbyterian
Oregon City, OR
Calvary Presbyterian
Portland, OR
Mt. Tabor Presbyterian
Portland, OR
Valley Community
Portland, OR
Columbia Presbyterian
Vancouver, WA
First Presbyterian
Vancouver. WA
PIEDMONT
SYNOD
The Fourth Presbyterian
Washington, D.C.
ROC K Y
MOUNTAIN
S Y NOD
First Presbyterian
Boulder, CO
First Presbyterian
Colorado Springs, CO
Bear Creek Presbyterian
Denver. CO
Corona Presbyterian
Denver, CO
First Presbyterian
Conrad, MT
First Presbyterian
Helena, MT
SYNOD OF
SOUTHERN
CALIFORNIA
& HAWAII
Church of the Valley
Apple Valley, CA
Grandview Presbyterian
Glendale, CA
la Canada Presbyterian
La Canada, CA
La Crescenta United Presbyterian
La Crescenta, CA
La Jolla Presbyterian
La Jolla, CA
Malibu Presbyterian
Malibu. CA
First Presbyterian
Newhall, CA
Trinity United Presbyterian
Santa Ana. CA
Emmanuel Presbyterian
Thousand Oaks, CA
First Presbyterian
Honolulu, HI
SYNOO
OFT HE
.S 0 U T H WE S T
Morningside United Presbyterian
Phoenix, AZ
First Presbyterian
Wickenburg, AZ
o THE R
Central Union
Honolulu, HI
First Baptist
Honolulu, HI
St. Andrews Cathedral
Honolulu, HI
Congregational
loon lake, WA
First Baptist
Renton, WA
Tri City Community
Richland, WA
St. Marks lutheran
Spokane, WA
Westminster Congregational
Spokane, WA
"Wehave made it
a matter Of
concern here at
our church to
devise creative
ways of directing
our young people
to Whitworth
College ...
Thanks for being
the kind of
college that we
can recommend
with enthusiasm
and confidence. "
Lloyd John Ogilvie
Pastor
The First Presbyterian Church
of Hollywood
Hollywood,Calif.
BUSINESSES
& FOUNDATIONS
The Interest of the business
community In Whitworth College
continues to grow each year. this
past year was no exception. Total
unrestricted corporate foundation
giving reached $141,773 with
additional designated
contributions of $312,632 for
special projects.
The following roll Is a complete
representation of the support the
college has received from the
corporate world, An (*) Indk:atea
that a portion ot the
organization'S donation was a
matching gl" Increasing the value
of Individual contributions to
Whitworth by $27,930.
$1.000+
Allstate Foundation'
American Broadcasting
Companies
American Sign & Indicator
Company
Anonymous
Associated Grocers
Atlantic Richfield Foundation'
lowell Berry Foundation
Boeing Company'
Burlington-Northern Foundation
Carnation Company Foundation
Central Pre-Mix Concrete
Company
Ben B. Cheney Foundation
Chevron U.S.A., Incorporated'
Columbia lighting
Comstock Foundation
Egtvedt Charitable Trust
Freda P. Fall Charitable Trust
The Foster Foundation
The Hearst Foundation
Independent Colleges of
Washington
International Business Machines
Corporation'
George Frederick Jewett
Foundation
Key 'rrcnrc Corporation
Northwestern Mutual life
ONB Corporation'
Pacific Northwest Bell'
David & Dorothy Pierce Trust
Rainier National Bank
SAGA Corporation
Sears Roebuck Foundation
Six Robblee's Incorporated
Florence F. Soden Trust
Spokane Bank for Cooperatives
Symon's Frozen Foods
Taft Institute of Government
Texas Educational Association
Unicume Investments
Union Oil Company Foundation'
Union Pacific Railroad Foundation
Washington Water Power
Company
Weyerhaeuser Company
Foundation'
luke Williams Family Foundation
Wurst Family Foundation
$ 5 0 0 - $ 9 9 9
American Cyanamid Company'
Bechtel Foundation'
Gus J. Bouten Contractors
comtnco-Amencan
Crown Zellerbach Company'
General Telephone Company'
Harvey's
Kershaws, Incorporated
Merrill-lynch-Pierce-Fenner &
Smith, Incorporated'
Mitre Corporation'
Piper Jaffray & Hopwood,
Incorporated'
United Parcel Service Foundation
West Coast Grocery
$ I - $ 4 9 9
Abbott Industries Fund'
Acme Concrete Company
Aetna lite and Casualty
Alcoa Foundation"
American Medical International'
Amfac Foundation'
Aquarius Travel Service
Arby's
Artistic Iron Works
Ashco Insurance
Ball Corporation"
Bank of Fairfield
Barstone Dry & Party Ice
Company
Battelle Memorial Institute
The Baza'r
Briggs Oil Company
a 1 • G r .= •
Seattle Boiler Works,
Incorporated
Seattle Savings League
The Seattle Times
Simpson Timber Company Fund
Skagit Division
The spokeemen-aevtew
Standard Motor Products,
Incorporated
Sterling Drug, Incorporated
Sundstrand Corporation
Foundation
Tam Engineering Corporation
Tandy Corporation
Tektronix Foundation
TICOR Foundation
The Bank of Tokyo, Ltd.
The U.P.S. Foundation
Unigard Insurance Group
Union Oil Company of California
Foundation
Union Pacific Railroad
Foundation
United Pacific/Reliance
Insurance Companies
United Telephone Company of
the Northwest
Univar Corporation
Hiram Walker & Sons,
Incorporated
Washington Natural Gas
Company
Washington State Automobile
Dealers Association
The Washington Trust
Foundation
Western Electric Fund
Westin Hotels
The Wollenberg Foundation
Wright Schuchart, Incorporated
INDEPENDENT COLLEGES
OF WASHINGTON, INC.--Our participation with theIndependent Colleges of Wash-
ington has proven to be a
profitable relationship for both
parties. ICW was developed as a
consortium of 8 private colleges
In the state of Washington. Its
purpose Is to act as a
clearinghouse for corporale and
foundation gifts from throughout
the state for the benefit 0' private
education.
In 1982~83,ICW was
responsible for raising over
$950,000 for Its member colleges.
The following list of
corporations and foundations
exemplifies the commitment of
private enterprise to private
education in the state of Wash-
Ington.
Acme Concrete Company
Airborne Freight Corporation
Airco, Incorporated
Alaska Airlines, Incorporated
Atbertscne. Incorporated
Alcoa Foundation
Allied Stores Foundation,
Incorporated
Alpac Corporation
American Brands, Incorporated
American Sign and Indicator
Corporation
American Telephone and
Telegraph Company
The Anderson Foundation
Anonymous
Norman Archibald Charitable
Foundation
Associated Grocers
Guy F. Atkinson Company
Atlantic Richfield Foundation
Bartell Drug Company
Battelle Institute
Bemis Company Foundation
Beneficial Management
Corporation
Birkenwald, Incorporated
The Boeing Company
Borden Foundation
The Bristol-Myers Fund
Frank Brooks Manufacturing
Company
Brown & Haley
Burlington Northern Foundation
Bank of California
Cascade Natural Gas
Corporation
Cenex Foundation
Chevron U.S.A., Incorporated
The Coca-Cola Company
Coldwell Banker
Concrete Technology
Corporation
Consolidated Dairy Products
Company
Consolidated Freightways,
Incorporated
Container Corporation of
America Foundation
Continental Mills, Incorporated
Louella Cook Foundation
Craftsman and Met Press Printers
Crescent Manufacturing
Company
crnon Corporation
Bud Brown Tire Center
The Brunswick Foundation'
E. S. Burgan and Son
Capital Savings & Loan
Carefree Tours & Travel
City Ramp Parking Garage
Climate Control Company
Columbia Paint Company
Commonwealth Edison
Consolidated Supply Company
Container Corporation
Continental Bank Foundation'
Continental Motel
Cooper Industries Foundation'
Country Homes Building Supply
Crawford Door Sales
Davis and Hosch Music Company
Diamond Bowl
Dietrich Farms
Digital Equipment Corporation'
Domini's Sandwiches
Dow Corning Corporation'
Drumheller Analytical
Laboratories
Dupree Building Specialties
Eaton Corporation'
Egger's Good Meats
Evangel Book Center
Exchange Lumber Company
Fairfield Farms
Farm Credit Banks of Spokane
Farnsworth Investment
First National Bank
Paul C. Fossum, Incorporated
GAT X Tank Storage
Gartend-Harper Carpet
The General Electric Foundation'
General Mills Foundation'
Great Western SaVings
Greater Spokane Community
Foundation
Hart and Dilatush Pharmacy
Hazen and Jaeger
Hewlett Packard
Hieber Properties
Hill and Hill Travel Services
Hoffman Music Company
Honeywell Foundation'
Hospital Corporation of America
Hughes Aircraft Company'
Hyde Secretarial Service
Inland Automobile Association
Inland Foundry Company
Inland Pacific Stamp Works
Intermountain Electric
Incorporated
Fred S. James and Company
John Deere Foundation'
Vern Johnson and Sons
K H Q, Incorporated
Kaiser Aluminum & Chemical
Corporation
Kidder Peabody and Company
Kimmel Athletic Supply Company
Krueger Sheet Metal Company
Larsen and Associates
Layrite Concrete Products
Liberty Motel
Lincoln Mutual Savings
Little Bull
Lucky, Incorporated'
Lutheran Mutual Life Insurance
Company
MacGillivray and Jones
Macy & Company'
McVay Brothers
The Merck Company Foundation'
Murphey Favre, Incorporated
The N L Industries Foundation'
Nature's Way Health Food Store
Nevers & Nevers
North Coast Life Insurance
Northwest Area Foundation
OK Furniture Company
Omni Foods
Pavilion Pool Company
Peerless-Sunpuft
Perkins Cake & Steak
Peterson Ranch
Phelps Dodge Foundation'
Power City Electric Company
Dr. J. H. Prahl, Incorporated, P.S.
Donald W. Reynolds Foundation
Richard's Printing
Rockwell International'
Rogers and Rogers, Incorporated
Rosauer's Supermarket
Safeco Corporation'
Saunders and Ott
Savage House Pizza
Sevens
Schaedel and Schoedel
Sonderen Paper Box
Spokane Association of Physical
Therapists
Spokane Education Association
Spokane Office Supply Company
Spokane Optical Company
Spokane Roofing Company
Spokesman-Review
Steiner Corporation
Stingle-Atwood & Associates
Straw Hal Pizza
TBI Baseball Camps
Tektronix Foundation'
The t.urnbervero-Hofmdaht
Brothers
'nmes-Mtrror Foundation'
Town & Country Restaurant
TRW Foundation'
Valley Porsche Audi
Warburg Pari bas Becker
Foundation'
Washington State Auto Dealers
Washington State Medical
Association
Washington Trust Foundation
Wells Fargo Bank*
Western Electric Fund'
Western Insecticide Company
Westinghouse Educational
Foundation'
Willamette Industries'
Wilson Tool & Manufacturing
Wirsche Custom Photo
Laboratories
The Arthur Young Foundation'
Young Life of Spokane
'1know what
Whitworth
stands for and I
am aware of the
commitment of
the people who
work there."
Barbara Keely
Community RelaDons
Representative
SAFECO Insurance Companies
Dart & Kraft Foundation
Deluxe Check Printers
Foundation
O.K. Devin, Incorporated
Evans Products Company
First Interstate Bank
The 0.0. Fisher Charitable
Foundation
Ford Motor Company Fund
Foss Launch & Tug Company
Neal A. Fosseen
The roster Foundation
Benjamin Franklin Federal
Savings
The General Foods Fund,
Incorporated
General Mills Foundation
General Telephone and
Electronics Foundation
Georgia*Pacific Foundation
Grace Foundation, Incorporated
Grantmakers Consultants,
Incorporated
Graybar Electric Company,
Incorporated
Great Northwest Federal Savings
and Loan Association
Great Western Malting
Groninger & Company
Gull Industries
John I. Haas, Incorporated
John Hancock Mutual Life
Insurance Company
Houghton Mifflin Company
IBM Corporation
Inland Steet-nyerson Foundation
ITT Corporation
The ITT Rayonier Foundation
K Mart Corporation
Kaiser Cement Corporation
KIRO Radio & Television
KOMO Radio & Television
Layrite Products Company
Leckenby Company Foundation
The Chas. H. Lilly Company
Lonqvtew PUblishing Company
Martin Marietta Aluminum
The Massart Company
Mayne Nickless, Incorporated
McCall Oil and Chemical
Corporation
The Merck Company Foundation
Mid~Mountain Contractors,
Incorporated
Minnesota Mining and
Manufacturing (3M)
Nalley's Fine Foods
New York Life Insurance
Company
Nordstrom
Northern Life Insurance
Company
Northwest Natural Gas Company
Northwestern Glass
Old National Bank
Olympic Stain
Osberg Construction Company
PSF Industries, Incorporated
PACCAR Foundation,
Incorporated
Pacific American Commercial
Company
Pacific Ooca-core Bottling
Company
Pacific First Federal Savings and
Loan Association
Pacific Gamble Robinson
Company
Pacific Metal Company
Pacific Northwest Bell
Pemco Foundation, Incorporated
Pendleton Woolen Mills
J. C. Penney Company,
Incorporated
Peoples State Bank (Lynden)
Pinkerton's, Incorporated
Pope and Talbot, Incorporated
Power City Electric, Incorporated
The Procter and Gamble Fund
The Prudential Foundation
Puget Sound National Bank
Puget Sound Power and Light
The Rabel Foundation,
Incorporated
Rainier Brewing Company
Rainier Bancorporation
Foundation
R. J. Reynolds Industries,
Incorporated
The Robbins Company
ROCKCOR
SAFECO Insurance Company
Safeway Stores, Incorporated
(Seattle and Spokane
Divisions)
"It uias most
helpful to meet
with students
and hear their
concerns about
the future and
their experiences
at Whitworth.
The business
students with
wbomwemet
were indeed a
bright and
excited group. "
Catherine Babcock
Community Affairs Officer
Arsl Interstate Bank
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JSPECIAL
People who have generously
supported specified Whitworth
programs through gifts to
memorials, the endowment, the
capital fund, gifts-in-kind, and
restricted scholarships.
FRIENDS
American Broadcasting Company
Anonymous
Associated Grocers
Mr. & Mrs. Carroll E. Brock
Mr. & Mrs. Willis H. Brown, Jr.
Burlington Northern Foundation
Mrs. Betty M. Castle
Ben B. Cheney Foundation
Dr. & Mrs. Philip C. Cory, Jr.
Mr. & Mrs. Corwin O. Denney
Dr. & Mrs. Wm. Harvey Frazier
Mr. & Mrs. Alfred D. Gallucci
Horace N. Gilbert
Mr. & Mrs. A. Bruce Grambo
Dr. & Mrs. Richard G. Gray
Michael Hammack Memorial
Mr. & Mrs. Richard V. Hanks
Mr. & Mrs. Charles Henle
E. T. Hermann
Mr. & Mrs. Carl L Huber
Mrs. Ina H. Johnston
Johnston Foundation
Mr. & Mrs. Frank C. Knott
Rev. & Mrs. Richard C. Kroeger, Jr.
Bertha Lee Memorial
E. B. Lindaman Memorial
Jenifer A. Olson Memorial
Mr. & Mrs. Franklin Ott
Ruth M. Porter
Ethel May Rausch
Rev. & Mrs. Robert H. Rhinehart
Rev. Lorraine Robertson
Saga Corporation
Taft Institute of Government
Texas Educational Association
Union Pacific Railroad Foundation
Thomas L. Westbrook
Whitworth College Auxiliary
Beulah Wilson Wilke Estate
Reid T. Ziegler
ALUMNI
This year our alumni
accounted for nearty 10 percent
of the total gifts receiveU from all
sources. Unrestricted giving set a
new record at $144,339; restricted
was also up 71 percent to
$52.148. In addition, the college
received a bequest from an alum
from the class of 1935 for
$214,920. Added to this is the
$100.000 generated by corporate
match for employee giving and
an anonymous donor tor new and
increased alumni giving. Thus,
the lotal generated by our alumni
this year was $511,407.
You are truly wlnnersl Your
efforts made the Whitworth
Alumni Association a finalist In
the U.S. Steel national
competition tor improvement In
alumni support.
this giving is absolutely
essential for the maintenance of
Whltworth·s viability as one of the
premier Chrtstian colleges In the
nation.
"The older I get,
the more relevant
Whitworth
becomes to me."
WHITWORTH-- FOUNDATIONWa ant InllOducJng th,." new
categories of donors this year
rltal ant handled thlOugh the
Whitworth Founchttlon;
Foundation Assoc/atas, Insurance
Associates, and Heritage
Assoclatas. For mora Information
on how to /oIn. pleaae contacl
THE WHITWORTH
FOUNDATION.
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FOUNOATION ASSOCIATES
INSURANCE ASSOCIATES
These are Individuals who have a
"~ncome agreement with
Whitworth. This Includes t........
annuities, pooIecJ-Income fund,
lite estates, etc. The Individuals or
their named beneftcillrles receive
Income for their lifetimes and the
proceeds wiD eventually distribute
In whole or part to Whitworth.
Anonymous
Mrs. EA. Aston
Mrs. Evelyn I. Barr (Deceased)
Mrs. Mary Helene Bowen
Mr. John Bronson (Deceased)
Miss Jessie E Chapin
Miss Elizabeth Davis
Mr. and Mrs. J. Walter Davis
Mr. H. L. Denning
Mr. C. R. DeVatz
Mrs. Helen H. Devin
Mrs. Dorothy F. Dixon
Dr. and Mrs. L. Bruce Donaldson
The Foss Family
(Anacortes)
George Gehrke (Deceased)
Harold Gehrke
Mrs. Ruth Irving
Mr. Harry H. Kendall
Mr. and Mrs. Otto L. Lagervall
Miss Mildred Lemon
Mr. and Mrs. Louis S. Livingston
Miss Florence L. Logan
Miss Lorna Logan
Harold C. Metcalf
Rev. and Mrs. Rowan A. O'Brien
Miss Lessie E Rasco
Mr. Gray A. Reagan
Mrs. Rosamond K. Remine
Mr. and Mrs. Henry J. Ricard
Mrs. Margaret W. Robertson
Mr. Monroe Rosenthal
Mrs. Mable Rutherford
...Mr. Eugene D. Saunders
Mrs. Dorothy Sinnitt
Mrs. Myrtle Soule
Mrs. Frank L. Tiffany
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas L.
Thompson
Mr. and Mrs. Ingwer W. Thomsen
Mrs. Jane Trefts
Dr. and Mrs. Archie Van Doren
Mrs. Gwen B. VerHoef
Mr. A. T. Warner
Mr. and Mrs. Clarke Williams
Mr. and Mrs. John H. Wills
Mr. Norman E. Wirth (Deceased)
Mr. and Mrs. Ross Woodard
(Deceased)
Mrs. Mae Zediker
We currently have over $9 million
of Irrevocable lite Insurance wtth
the followtng people who pay
premiums on policies that are
owned by the Foundation with
Whitworth al the eventual
beneficiary. If you have an
Insurance policy wtth Whitworth
a. lhe named beneficiary, please
notify us.
Anonymous
Mr. and Mrs. William P. Curry
Mr. and Mrs. Robert W. Dingman
Jon W. Flora
Mr. and Mrs. Ch'arles "Chad"
Graves
Mr. and Mrs. Kent H. Lupton
Mr. and Mrs. Leonard B. Martin
Maureen Micklich
Dr. and Mrs. Robert Mounce
Mr. and Mrs. Martin S. Polhemus
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Roberts
Mr. and Mrs. Edward B. Unicume
HERITAGE ASSOCIATES
I 9 0 9
Hilda A. Bergman
I 9 I 0
Genevieve M. Wilcox
I 9 I 4
Bertha Lee Memorial
I 9 I 6
Iva Loughlin Guy
I 9 I 8
Hazel White coon
I 9 2 0
Catherine Gunn Pederson
I 9 2 3
Dorothy Farr Dixon
Margaret W. Robertson
I 925
Delilah Barber Butler
Lawrance J. Mitchell
Dorothy Brenton VanCamp
I 928
lessie E. Rasco
I 9 3 0
lloyd H. Smith
Kathryn Bockman Thomas
I 9 3 I
Total Gifts:
No. 01 Donors:
$1.245.00
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The people Iisled below have
notitled us that Whitworth
College Is named In their will. II
you have made provisions for
Whitworth In your will and have
not been Included In this 11.t,
please contact us.
Anonymous
Mrs. Hazel Akins
Dr. Albert Arend
MI'. and Mrs. C. Norb Balzer
Mr. and Mrs. Waldo Buckler
Claude Calkins
Miss Jessie E Chapin
Mr. and Mrs. H. Melvin Cowen
Mr. and Mrs. Robert DeVoe
Miss Elsie M. Doak
Mr. and Mrs. Marvin D. Heaps
Carroll Hull
George F. Ingraham, Jr.
Mrs. Eunice Johnston
Mr. and Mrs. Lee Kendall
Miss Martha Lane
Mrs. Marion Lay
Mrs. Gertrude A. Lindsey
Dr. and Mrs. Kenneth G. Myers
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Richter
Robert Show acre
Dr. and Mrs. Clarence J. Simpson
Mr. and Mrs. lngwer W. Thomsen
Mr. and Mrs. Stephen Trefts
Janice Schermerhorn Andrews
Mary Hinton Knoll
Delpha Coffman Larsen
Muriel Mose Paulicheck
Alice Sanstrom Postell
Maude Holt Simpson
Helen Hoig Travaille (32)
I 9 3 2
Total Gifts:
No. of Donon:
$ 160.00
2
Dorothy Hood McNeal
Forrest C. "rravame (31)
193 3
Total GItIs: $ 457.50
No. of Donors: 11
Helen Russell Allen
Stanley & Phalice (Wright) Ayers
Charles Bradford
Laurence & Zelma (Morgan) ooig
Maurice R. Holt
J. Alfred Marquam
Owen J. Picton
Daurice Pyles (35)
Harold A. Slater
I 934
Total Gifts: $ 950.00
No. of Donors: 7
Evelyn Irwin Ashbrook
Estella E. Baldwin
Charlotte Slater Fancher (35)
Elsie Ratsch Fariss (35)
William D. Glenn
Robert W. McEachran (36)
Mary Borden Woodard
e
NOTE: Number In parentheses
Indicates spouse's graduation
year.
1 935
Total Gifts:
No. of Donors:
$215,975.51
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John L Bronson Estate
Ward Fancher Jr. (34)
Melvin K. Farris (34)
Genevieve Wilson Gollehon
T. Murdock Hale
Helen Wilson Hoidal
Paul W. Koper (37)
Keith A. Murray
Jewell Pyles (33)
1 9 3 6
Total Gifts:
No. of Donors:
$ 305.00
5
Thomas W. Heald
Frances McEachran (34)
Harold Penhalurick (49)
Averill J. Wiley
Anne Kamm Wilkes
1 9 3 7
Total Gifts:
No. of Donors:
$ 465.50
9
Anna Leiphart Carrel (D)
Helen Ludwigson Groves
Ruby L. Hobson
Marie Summers Irwin
Mark L. Koehler (44)
Mildred Egbers Koper (35)
Ann Pillers Krell
Bill & Faith (Helms) Rasco
1 9 3 8
Total Gifts: $ 500.00
No. of Donors: 7
Helen Mitchell Cook
John H. Eisenhauer
Esther Miller Gray
Lois McCannon Miles (39)
Eloise Sloan Pond (40}
lowell O. Poore
Virginia Larsen Roti
1 9 3 9
Total Gifts:
No. of Donors:
$ 610.00
10
Donald B. Colpitts
Blair Cosman
Ruth DeFoe King
Perry A. Miles (38)
Mary Trevitt Robinson (41)
Grant V. Rodkey
Burton Sanders (42)
Gertrude Thorndike Stock
Malcolm Swogger
Dan Webster
1 9 4 0
Tolal Gifts:
No. of Donors:
$2,060.00
16
Edgar T. Bassford
Julia Olson Brewer
Mary Koper Chaffee
Anna Belle Peers Christy
Harold L. Eastburg
Dorothy Brown Helland
John F. Hook
LeRoy Hook (67)
Aldena Lauten
Mary V. Mount
Eugene Nelson
William B. Pond (38)
Janice Peterson Richardson
Werner Rosenquist (42)
John Roth Jr.
Joe Wolfe
194 1
Total Gifts:
No. of Donors:
$1,502.50
10
Keith A. Bell (45)
Eleanor Barrow Chase
Sydney K. Eaton (42)
Edith M. Purcell Manildi
Miriam E. Messex
Tamiko Nozaki
Velma Moos Potter (42)
Dougald G. Robinson (39)
Dorathea Teeter
Francis E. Unti (42)
1 942
Tolal Gifts: $5,340.00
No. of Donors: 9
Elinor ScheU Becker
Harriet Thorndike Eaton (41)
Irvin A. Potter (41)
William C. Richter
Lee & Marjorie (Boughton)
Rodkey
Gladys Hawley Rosenquist (40)
Ethyl Boughton Sanders (39)
Verna Bunkelman Unli (41)
1 9 4 3
Total Gifts:
No. of Donors:
$1,032.50
5
Ruth Means Moos
Kathleen A. Boyle Orton
Lester & Margaret (Morrill)
Pontius
George H. Scharff (49)
John J. Schuler
Jane Nash Soderlund
Edward Judson Underhill
194 9
Total Gifts:
No. of Donors:
$4,817.50
35
Gordon C. Peterson
Colleen Griffiths Pock (50)
Robert F. Salter (49)
Philip & Shirley (GilSon) Schiller
John P. Scottord
Robert E. Shreve (55)
Arthur E. Symons (53)
Leigh P. Taylor (72)
Kenneth R Warren
Alice Bernice Woodhead
David B. Yeaworth (52)
1 9 5 2
Total Gifts:
No. of Donors:
$5,045.00
23
Marian Wiltse Scale (62)
Geraldine Buob Shreve (51)
Arnold F. Stueckle (65)
1 9 5 6
Total Gifts:
No. 01 Donors:
$1,607.50
23
---
"Weall need to
know that the
alumni of
Whitworth ... are
out in the world
making a
difference -
talented,
motivated,
impressivepeople
doing wonderful
things."
15
Helen Carlson Blackwell
Carl Blanford
Mary Dugan Farris
Loren A. Gothberg (44)
Ruth Stueckle Gwinn (47)
194 4
Total Gifts:
No. of Donors:
$3,748.00
9
Frank & Helen (Hartley) Burgess
Gerald S. Dean
Eleanor Hook Gothberg (43)
Velma Hoff Gurnsey
Clarabelle Braden Koehler (37)
Paul J. Merkel (48)
Tetsuo Saito
David M. Thorndike (45)
1 945
Total Gifts: $1,402.50
No. 0' Donors: 12
Genevieve Bell (41)
Gladys Logsdon David
Helen Morrow Keiser
Ma,.....in& Elizabeth (Evans) Klein
Tomiye Nishimoto Nakamura
Jack & Joyce (Warren) Starrett
Don Steele
Isabelle McNeely "reseal!
Isabel Mise Thorndike (44)
George L. VanLeuven
1 9 4 6
Total Gifts:
No. of Donors:
$ 242.50
8
Anonymous
Lu Alice Wilson Calkins
M. Jeanne Kirkendorfer Click (63)
A. Ross Cutter (61)
Virginia Taylor Klaus
Jeanne Henderson Ruby
Yvonne Green Nix (0) (64)
Martha Hathaway Stepp
1 9 4 7
Total Gifts:
No. of Donors:
$3,076.75
13
Mary A, Ainley
Helen Garner Axworthy
Gertrude A. Christ
William M. Diedrick
Stanley M. Gwinn (43)
C. Theodore Hegg
Laurence J. Mansfield (48)
R. Bruce McCullough (48)
Raymond W. Moody (73)
John P. Rodkey (67)
Pat Stewart Snelling (49)
Barbara Mullen Stout (50)
Alma Bailey Westberg
1 9 4 8
Total Gifts:
No. of Donors:
$3,079.25
22
James A. Baer (50)
Helmuth Bekowies
Robert M. Bradburn
Margaret Thoming Cardle (50)
Camilla Tatman English
David L. Holmes (50)
Morris W. Hulin
Carole Berg Johnston (SO)
Mildred Nelsen Lehmann
Ernest & Merrie (Dillahunt) Major
Marjorie Mansfield (47)
Olarabel S. McCullough (47)
Irene Pruter Merkel (44)
Virginia Warren Ainley (51)
Lavern F, Brassard
Richard Carr
Beverly Holmes Faber (50)
Jaye Christensen Fairchild (50)
Elijah N. Gallaway
Jeanette Hannon Graham (50)
Colette Stirm Gwinn (SOl
Richard V. Hanks
James & Mary (Nielsen) Hardie
Shirley Freeburn Hayden
Marian Williams Kilmer
Thelma Bruce Landon
Gerald H. Mahatfey
Dorothy Smyth McLarran (50)
Robert A. Mills
Marylou Atkinson Newton (50)
Thomas E. Patlen
Darlene Andrus Penhalurick (36)
Joyce Trail Peters (50)
William O. Pfeiffer
Olga Anderson Rahm
Edith Hiskey Salter (51)
Mary Guthrie Scharff (48)
Mary Leavens Schwabauer
Ronald Snelling (47)
Betty Lange Stratton
Jean Tanner Thompson
Paul Vinther
Donald Weaver Jr.
Harold & Elaine (Jenkins) Wimpy
Herbert Young
C. Edward Zeiger
195 0
Total Gifts:
No. of Donors:
$8,475.00
39
Betty Follett Alsgaard
Donald Nils Anderson
Beth Roduner Baer (48)
Richard K. Baker
Mary Wetzel Baskett (51)
Donald & Hazel (Belcher) Bishop
Charles C. Bovee
Homer C. Cardle (48)
Glenn & Madelyn (Curtis) Carlson
Hezekiah Clark
Philip C. Cory
Albert H. Culverwelt
Mary Anslow Davis
Viola Goodale Deibert
Martin B. Faber (49)
Benjamin C. Fairchild (49)
Allen & Helen (Hendrickson)
Good
Stan R. Graham (49)
Vernon L. Grose (51)
William Gwinn (49)
Sue Pace Holmes (48)
Thomas E. Johnston (48)
Richard W. Klein (53)
George L. McLarren (49)
Willis H. Newton Jr. (49)
Las & Georgene (Summerson)
Patten
Richard V. Peters (49)
Clyde O. Pock (51)
Dorothy Rademacher
Robert H. Rhinehart
Sylvia Johnson Roehl (62)
Gordon M. Schweitzer
George Stout (47)
AI Swanson
J. Graley Taylor
195 1
Total Gifts:
No. of Donors:
$19,778.50
21
Colleen Pickert Adams (52)
Charles Ainley (49)
Lawrence A. Baskett (50)
Delores Yandle Bolen (52)
Richard B. Cole (53)
Phyllis Heine Grose (50)
Randall Hucks
J. Russell Larson (59)
Joan teevers McDonald (52)
Jeane Eiseman Nichols
Sam Adams (51)
Norma Bjorniby Bennett (53)
Raymond E. Blackstone
Malcolm L. Bolen (51)
Glenn L. Button
Patricia L. Dole
James P. Evans
Orlando T Fletcher
Florence Jones Holman
Paul D. Holsinger
Dixie Harder Hutson
Ann H. Jacobson
Paul & Barbara (Scribner)
Johnson
George A. Lepard
Philip D. McDonald (51)
Kenneth E. Moore
Cal Moxley
Edward H. Slirm
Mary Schmatjen Thimmes
Glenna Sue Voorheis
Grace Clark Yeaworth (51)
Lau ra Johnson Young
1 9 5 3
Total Gifts:
No. of Donors:
$20,550
22
Donald M. "Pete" Bennett (52)
Elizabeth orcs Cole (51)
Mary Montgomery Crow
Weston D. Gray
Janice Friedline Heuston
Andrew & Darlene (Delk) Jarvis
Don E. King
Ardith Moberly Klein (50)
Phyllis Donaldson Locke (54)
Duwaine & Elsie (Rubin)
Matthews
Howard G. Moneymaker
Wallace G. Opstad
Virginia Knutson Paradis (55)
Sunzah Park
Lee Krumm Sheldon
Glenna James Symons (51)
Doris C. Wages
Marylyn Toevs Waters
Charles L. Wilson
1 954
Total Gifts:
No. of Donors:
$4,777.50
14
Glenn Clark (56)
Robert Goodale
Richard G. Gray (55)
Theresa Scharff Groves
Ina Henefer Hawley
Marvin D. Heaps
Edna Rasmussen Hollingsworth
Jo Ellen Weir Jones (57)
Madelyn GraybiJILevy
Archie Y. Locke (53)
Richard S, Riegel
Connie Williams Robertson
David L. Voge
Genece Oshanyk Warren
1 955
Total Gifts:
No. of Donors:
$2,132.50
17
Lois Ostenson Barndt
Teresa H. Chamberlain
John R. Dean
Orril Fluharty
Ida Higgins Gray (54)
Helen L. Greiner
Bonnie Weinheimer Hart
Verla Logan Hill
Gordon & OsceHa (Coldwell)
James
Franklin J. Koth (75)
Lillian Whitehouse Lyle
Lawrence Paradis (53)
William D. Pocklington
Bruce E. Ackley
Priscilla J. Buchin
Judith Carlson
Mary S. Chapman
Margaret Wilson Clark (54)
Kenneth W. Degerness (57)
Oscar K. Dizmang (0)
David L. Hanner
Joyce Giedt Lashua (60)
Mary Morgan Lutz (57)
Evelyn Kelly Peterson
"rtrzah Baird Riley (61)
Donna Witter Roberts
Charles E. ShaUbetler
James F. Shepherd
Walter J. Spangenberg (58)
Robert W. Steffer
Janet Turner Twibell
Alan & Dorothy (Bovee) VilJesvik
David & Judith (Henry)
wackerbartn
Jean Yates
195 7
Total Gifts;
No. of Donors:
$ 862.50
17
Marvin Adams (58)
L. Wayne Barnard
Elizabeth Mason Cohen
Francine Woodin Degerness (56)
Dorothy Rogers Durkee
Carol S. Fryer
Joann Fuller
Laree Saunders Gregory
Richard L. Jones (54)
Marlene Rasmussen Larson (59)
William S. Lutz (56)
Virginia Hanley MacDonald
Carolyn Exner Phillips
Mary Bradshaw Pixley (60)
Elaine Erickson Swisher (58)
James & Tonna (Wendel berg)
Weir
1 9 5 8
Total Gifts:
No. of Donors:
$2,395.80
26
Patricia Walsh Adams (57)
Raymond K. Brown
Wesley J. Brubacher
Kathleen M. Clark
Joanne Burkhart Cole (60)
Gene & Beverly (Johns) Freeburg
Fred R. Glandon (59)
Marie-Elizabeth Hopper Haase
Marjorie White Hahn
Edna Johnson Hart
Frances Moody Heathman (59)
Gard N. Kealoha
Mary Latimer Lee
Nathan R. Maddox
H, Patricia O'Donahue Pembrook
Thomas A. Phillips
Donald H. Price
Margaret Arildson Reed
Ronald B. Rice
Juanita Ward Rolph
Carolyn Cole Rutherford
H. Wayne Smith
Mary Higgins Spangenberg (56)
Clay Swisher (57)
Paul E. Ward
195 9
Tolal Gifts:
No. of Donora:
$5,512.50
22
Marilyn Moore Collins
David & Dorothy (Tonseth)
Crockett
Alice Simpson Deakins
Shirley Dahlgren Glandon (58)
John G. Gunn
Larry M. Hagen (61)
William R. Heathman (58)
Carol Brahams Hemus
Glen A. Larson (57)
Joan Osthoff Larson (51)
Bert W. Mills
Sandra Gillis Moser
Helen Bengston Nash (62)
•
Alice Warren Quail
David S. Quiring
Larry S. Reid (60)
Gerhard O. Roth (69)
James S. Trull (63)
Mary Orr Tyers
Edward B. Unicume
Kathryn Stephenson Wurtz
1 960
Total Gifts:
No. of Donors:
$2,105.00
19
M. Louise Herbage Bowen
M. Patricia Wilden Braten
Carol Steven Campbell
Joanne Shaner Carrell
Frances Surplus Clizer
William L. Cole (58)
Ava Hagen
Peggy Ripley Hanna
Eric D. Iversen (69)
Warren Lashua (56)
Frances Nettleton Montez
Alfred C. Moss
William Pixley (57)
Tammy Abell Reid (59)
Jerry A. Sando
Linda Clothier Sharman
Dick Silk
B. Arminta Willis
Barbara May Wright
196 1
Tolal Gins:
No. of Donors:
$1,827.00
35
Merlyn L. Anderberg
Robert A. Beach
Thomas & Verna (Stillman) Black
Marjorie Harrison Christensen
W. Theodore Clark
Shirley Cutter (46)
Joanne Rosenkranz Elliott
Ruth Zahradnek Fletcher
Garfield T. George (64)
Shirley Lund Gotts (62)
Barbara McKenzie Hagen (59)
Gali Schichtig Janes
Richard N. Jones
Esther Knapp Kletsch
Donna Thompson Koerker
Richard A. & Karen
(Stonehocker) Lutz
Nancy Johnson Marsha11
Wilburn G. Moore
David A. Morley (63)
Elaine Graese Olson
Judy Boppell Peace
Richard A. Riley (56)
Carol Clark Tague
Stuart R. Taylor
Charles W. Thorpe
Mang-So rsot
Patty Clatchey Vincent
Delores Klinsky Walker
Hendrik G. Wapstra (63)
Ray & Beverly (Anderson)
Washburn
Clifford & Frieda (Horning)
Whitlow
1 962
Tolal Gins:
No. of Donors:
$11,280.00
29
Edward Arildson
Sharon Knutson Bailly
Margie Eickmeyer Davis
John S. DeUor
Robert Fenton Duvall
Helene Eaton
Nina Niles Elo
Gail Warner Fielding
Helen M. Foster
Howard R. Gage (81)
Edward E. Gotts (61)
Carole Olson Herrlinger
Emily Wurster Hitchens
Ivan & Janice Johnson
Margaret Oshanyk Kerncamp (63)
David E. Martin
Gerald S. Nash (59)
Agnes M. Kienbaum Randall
Lois A. Redmond
John D. Robblee
Norman M. Roehl (SO)
Leslie W. Rurey (64)
James Scafe (55)
Martha L. Suomela Siekmann
Howard H. Turner
Kathleen Jones Witt (63)
Frances J. Wright
Robert K. Yearout (64)
16
Barbara Faught (63)
David & Joan (Josiassen) Gaut
Janis Anderson George (61)
John E. Gillespie
Donna Cook Harbaugh (63)
John F. Haugan
Margaret Freeborq Hillman
Frances Herrett Irwin
Alan S. Kaul
Frank & Geraldine (Andersen)
Knott
Ruth Robinson Krogh
Martha A. Lane
Charles W. Massey Jr.
Leola Bull Morgan
David & Carol (Peterkin) Myers
Mary Lee Flegel Nickoloff (63)
Dayne Nix (46)
Claudia Morgan Phenneger
Donna Knott Pierce
Glenna Roberts PoUage
Janet Ensley Rettig
Stanley W. Roth
Doris Williams Rubini
Linda Devine Rurey (62)
Mary Purdon Sanford
Ruth Harrison Schmeling
R. Michael Strange
Rodney A. Sundberg
Maxine Trenbeath (63)
Susan Left Weber
David S. Wyant (65)
Judith Glandon Yearout (62)
1 965
Total Gifts:
No. of Donors:
$3,352.50
43
196 7
Total Gifts:
No. of Donors:
$3,076.69
27
Bruce J. Embrey
Denise Hand Fancher (67)
Kathleen Warner Gillis
Stephen & Cinda (Warner)
Gorman
A. Bruce Grambo
Sara Diment Hiemstra (71)
Robert W. Hill
David J. Johnson
Linda Robertson Johnson
Mary A. Llewellyn
Ronald C. McCraw (71)
William & Merrie (Wallace) Mcivor
Maynard B. Medefind (71)
Betty Moen
David P. Turner
Lcisanne Sykes Willard
Lawrence Zenger-O'Brien (78)
197 1
Total Gilts:
No. of Donors:
$2,182.50
26
Carol Goble Terrell
Susan Daun Woodstock
Robert & Janet (Meyer) Yinger
Janice J. Young
1 9 7 4
Total Gifts:
No. of Donors:
$18,686.02
44
1 963
Total Gifts:
No. of Donors:
$2,469,00
35
Mark Andrews
Linda Frederickson Ashlock (64)
William & Pamela (Gauntlett)
Barnet
Connie Conant Betts
Vance D. Boeve (64)
Charles & Connie (Burnside)
Brock
Marilyn Munger Brown (66)
V. Kay Kelly Charbonneau
Carolyn Nelson Clark
William E. Duvall
Philip W. Eaton (64)
Jimm E. Edgar
Nicole Edmunds (63)
Ruth Anderson Fraser
Lois E. Goodman
Carol Annis Hegg (66)
Jerry L. Kelty (65)
Sharon Cuckow Kelly (65)
Miriam Rosenkranz Kishi
Sally Jean Lash
Margaret Hathaway Uff
Robert A. McMullen (66)
Ed L. Nellner (67)
Suzzane Grocnow Ncrkattls
Kaye I. Norris
Donna Wilde Oliva
Soja Park-Bennett
Thomas & Eloise (Neshiem) Piper
Judith Watkins Prout
Carol Eyestone Records (63)
Don and Jean (Hansen) Samuels
Susan Hornstein Scholtes
Ruth Knoll Seignemartin
Betty Garrett Steinbach
Dianne Stueckte (55)
Thomas G. Swanson
Judith Osterberg Slyte
Sheryl Leedy Wyant (64)
Paul D. Wyatt
1 9 6 6
Total Gifts:
No. of Donors:
$2,225.00
25
Linda Freese Ayala
Marjorie Albright Barmore
Jolly R. Bilstad
Laurel Ashton Breske
Alice E. Chapman
Ruby B. Coller
Verna L. Driessen
Peter & Marilyn (Pangburn) Elliott
Ward N. Fancher III (70)
Robyn Stacy Grether (66)
H. Gareth Gustafson (77)
Shirley Hawley Hook (40)
David & Peggy (Singleton)
Hughes
James Blake Johnson
Theodore R. Klump
Judith Wakefield McCUllough (66)
Ursula Simonson Neltner (65)
.oon & Anne (Hornall) Roberts
Sharon Wilson Roberts (68)
Marie Larson Rodkey (47)
Marvin Sather
Errol E. Schmidt (69)
Karyl M. 8eljak
Virginia Burcham White
1 9 6 8
Tolal Gifts:
No. of Donors:
$4,209,19
29
Daniel James Attorter
Thomas P. Babagian
Katharine Keen Beal (72)
Karen Antles Belzer (70)
Thomas & Sandra (Sherer)
Goodenow
Vicky Westman Hardt (72)
Robert H. Herron
Glen E. Hiemstra (70)
Ruth Rumppe Howell
Michael & Pamela (McDonald)
Kaftan
Armand A. Lara
Bruce & Kathleen (Riehle) Laurie
Katherine A. Logan
Sharon Garrity Mathews
Martha Burdette McCraw (70)
Colleen Nelson Medefind (70)
David M. Nelson (72)
Alice Boergadine Oblack
Marilynn Kummer Russ
Victoria Smith Stave (69)
Edith P. Thomason
Lloyd R. Wallis
Leander E. Wright
1 9 7 2
Total Gifts:
No. of Donors:
$1,565.00
30
James R. Adams (76)
George & Rebecca (Jones)
Amend
John D. Ansotigue
William & Barbara (Hafey) Beard
Jean Tolsma Brender (75)
Jennifer J. Bundy
Richard L. Chance
William B. Conner Jr.
Yvonne A. Deitz
Ron M. Detrick
Miriam M. Dixon
Gordon J. Donnelly (73)
Betty Millard Doughty (75)
Timothy A. Eaton
Lawrence V. Erickson
Herbert D. Fitzpatrick (77)
Gregory J. Hatch
Janet M. Hicks
Shirley Kirk Higgen
Nancy Bly Hustad
Leslie & Patricia (Cook) Hyder
Kathleen M. Ingles
Dennis D. Kimzey
James E. Klise
Kent H. Lupton (75)
Michael R. Manning
Randall & Joan McGrady-Beach
Marlene Olson
Tom J. Peterson (76)
Jean Moore Pierre
Anthony Predisik
Helene Kelly Schrag
Mary Jane Corliss Shea
Robert L. Sisson (75)
Vicki Dobbs Spangler (73)
Kim & Anne (McCulloch) Storm
Craig A. Weddle (76)
William R. Wright (69)
Eloise R. Young
"There are very
few Alumni
Associations that
are alumni
families. I for one
am very thankful
to be a part Of
the Whitworth
family."
-
Nancy Dengler Bryenton
Douglas & Sharon (Hottle) Clegg
Elmer M. Click (46)
Mary McGee Denning
Robert & Marie (Closter) Duryee
Michael G. Edmunds (65)
Peggy Aungst English
William S. Faught (64)
Leland E. Fish
Sharon Hagen Fraser
Walter & Erlene (Eastgard)
Grosvenor
Alton F. Grun
Louise H. Guthrie
Don D. Harbaugh (64)
Donald E. Heeringa
David H. Kernkamp (62)
Ben Lindstrom
Susan A. Mars
Carotyn Kreiss Mears
Mary Stoddard Morley (61)
Nick T. Nickoloff (64)
Wayne R. Potter
Roger M. Records (65)
Claude D. Robinson (68)
Janet Stevenson Shipley
Lucretia Beavers Simpson
Beverly Fallen Sperry
William Trenbeath (64)
Ruth Sekava Trull (59)
Rosalee Ponting Wapstra (61)
Paul Wakelin Weaver
Wendell W. Will (62)
1 964
Total Gilts:
No. of Donors:
$5,930.00
44
Carilyn M. Anderson
Shirley Mulford Antak
Dennis D. Ashlock (65)
Paul G. Beck
Penny Houghes Boeve (65)
S. Larry Chatterton
Sharon Kahl Eaton (65)
Sharon England
Bernice Lampert Ent
John David Anderson
Willis H. Brown Jr. (65)
Darrell F. Clukey
David L. Coleman
Ronald Danekas
Sharon Lee Davis
Daniel E. Grether (67)
Mary Miller Hall
Judith Brown Hastings
Theodore D. Hegg (65)
Anne Greene Hunter
Barbara Goode Leahey
Dorothy Gaut Lee
M. Bruce McCullough (67)
Charlotte Annis McMullen (65)
James & Vada (Koch) Meyer
Gerald D. O'Caliahan
Peter F. Said
Ronald Smith
Harris Statema (68)
Robert Ellis Thompson
Claire Vernon Turner
Charles G. Ward Jr.
Pauline Schloming Wolfe
Paul & Lynne (Levelle) Bupp
Bruce & Beth (Butterfield) Carr
Patricia Harrison Cramer (69)
Rudolph J. Erchinger
Don A. Gilkison
G. Michael Goins (69)
Thomas & Marie (Taschereau)
Griffith
Miriam Booth Jones
Paul A. Karketnen
Carol Tipke Lewis
Sara A. Lindgren
Valera Clarke Lynch
Maureen R. Micklich
Lylia Appeal Miller
Albert W. Pickens
Kenneth Roberts (67)
Joan Henle Roberts Memorial
Janet Scott Robinson (63)
Myron G. Sessions
Susan Lewis Shira
Rosemary Harkness Smith (75)
Eunice Uebele Snyder
Mina J. Spalding
Charlene SChafer Statema (66)
Paul & Kathleen (Clark) Strawn
196 9
Tolal Gilts:
No. of Donors:
$2,898.50
34
Unda Darnell Bentson
Laura J. Bloxham
Lenore Robinson Chambers
Ronald R. Cramer (68)
Mary Warfield Culbertson
Betty Dilworth
Rebecca Nixon Gafford
George F. Gauntlet!
Pamela Thomas Goins (68)
Stephen W. GrindaH
Nancy Goudzward Harding
Jodee Harryman
Betty Stuart Hennessey
Dan F. HUllgnmn
Elizabeth Graffe Iverson (60)
Edwin L. Keil
Carolyn Kuehn
Edwin G. Luse Jr.
Jeanetta Unstrom Monfort
Donald S. Moore
Bill & Charlotte (UnrUh) Murphy
Janet Kay Perry
Nancy McClellan Aeeves
Becky Llewellyn Rellkowski
Alice Perkins Roth (59)
Robin Smith Schmidt (67)
Emily Hurn Seeger
Thomas A. Stave (71)
Barbara Gaylord Stillwell
Lila Weber TirseU
Lee H. Walker (77)
David L. Wetzel
Carolyn Sykes Wright (74)
1 9 7 0
Total Gins:
No. of Donors:
$6,512.80
24
Mary Sweet Arnold
David B. Belzer (71)
William C. Bunch (81)
Jeanine C. Byrne
Joan DeWilHams Cory (73)
Vicki J. Adams
Bradley W. Beal (71)
Ricardo Bravo Jr.
Sharon E. Dawson
W. Peter Enkema
Stanley J. Haemmelmann
Aichard Alan Hardt (71)
David & Shannon (Clark) Harton
Debra Anderson Harvey
K. Stephen & Jill (Dorsey) Hilmes
Robert O. Isill
Corinne Esherwood Jahnsen
Eric & Kathleen Kelly
Harriet Huntingford Lynch
Virginia Harro MacNab
Diane Willson Monson
Suellen M. Mortland
M. Lynne Hafer Nelson (71)
Ruth Leib Norton
Ruth Nelson Patrick
Carol Isaac Reineck
Robert & Faith (Cizik) Slater
Sandra Myers Spears
Durand E. Splater
Patricia A. Stephens
Marlene Hartzell Taylor
1 9 7 3
Total Gifts:
No, of Donors:
$12,385.00
33
Michael L. Armfield
Shirley K. Carpenter
Dennie A. Carter
Jerry D. Clark
William & Mary Lou (Hum)
Converse
Philip C. Cory Jr. (70)
William & Nancy (Gatafsky) Curry
Barbara Donelly (74)
Robert A. Flora
Roger & Josilyn (Vos) Gayhart
Lynn E. Gillies
Dorothy Mendenhall Joy
Ann L. Kough
Andrew & Frances (Wong) Lau
Ronald B. Leighton
Timothy R. Uckness
Theodore & Marilyn (Moffitt)
Mattie 11
Marilyn S. Matulich
Anita Moody (47)
Patricia S. Price
Vickie L. Sheehan
Philip A. Spangler (74)
Gary B. Stebbins
1 9 7 5
Total Gifts:
No. 01 Donors:
$2,109.52
32
Peter & Carol (Meyers) Ames
Gary & Barbara (Bowerman) Ash
Daniel Lee Barton
Lorelee Bauer (79)
Susan J. Bittner
Dennis A. Brender (74)
Eleanor McMullin Butchart
Isabell. D'Urbat
Galen Doughty (74)
Deborah Jacobsen GridlldY
Katherine Wilson Harris (76)
Patricia Carlson Hughes
Arlene Kissler Koth (55)
Bonnie S. Lewis
Doris Krause Liebert
Cindy Capron Lupton (74)
Wayne McNally
Patricia E. Nordskog
Martha Norem
Steven & Jill (Gambill) Olson
Michael S. Orendorff
Jill A. Ottersbach
Eric D. Paulson
Judith C. Potter
William E. Sanders
Mary Wolford Sisson (7-li
Richard S. Smttn (68)
Vida l. Smith
L. Jean Russell Winder
1 9 7 6
TotalGifts: $3,862.50
No.of Donors: 40
Gloria Adams (74)
David A. Baer
Douglas C. Barlow
Marilyn Guhlke Boleneus
Terry Ricketts Burkett
C. Dean Chu
Janine Rowley Cooley (77)
Carl A. Cutter
Mary Whiteside Dewey
Pauline M. Gima
Marjorie Styles Green
Stephen J. Harris (75)
Robyn Ramer Hogue l11)
Paul C. Jacobson
Diane J. Keller
Sherilyn S. Koehn
Paul & Susan (Bartley) Krug
Robert B. Landes
Nancy Teien Lindberg
David B. Lvkov
Karen I. Myhre
Elizabeth Wicklund Newell (79)
Kenneth & Nadine (Mack) Onstot
Kathleen Gibbs Peterson
Melody Brock Podlas
Katherine L. Reed-McKay
Robert E. Rutherford (81)
Kathy R. Seher
Donna Cool Tallman
Jim & Julie Ann (Ruxton) Travis
Verona I. Watson
Sharon M. Weddle (74)
Joyce T. Weinman (78)
Denise E. Williams (76)
John F. Williams (76)
William R. Woolum
1 9 7 7
Total Gifts: $1,824.00
No. of Donors: 34
Peter Blomquist
Sarah L. Castner
Douglas O. Cooley (76)
Mark J. Cutshall
Carol L. S. Danielson
Joy Fitzpatrick (74)
Tekakc Fukumizu
Elizabeth Brownlee Gano
Pierrette Gustafson (67)
Audrey M. Hein
G. Michael & Judith Heinrich
Cynthia Hauser Hoback (81)
Lawrence E. Hogue (76)
Gary J. Hopkins
Thomas K. Hutchinson
Joann E. Landon
Geraldine E. Lindaman
R. Alan Magnuson
Wilson E. Manning
William O. Mason (78)
Nancy Wendlandt Matthews
Kenneth & Nancy (Hamel) Miller
Mark A. Musser
Connie L. Pennell
Tom M. Polhemus
Kaye L. Rasmussen
Rena R. Rohn
Kevin J. Smith
Elizabeth Summerson Turner
Donita Orcutt Walker (69)
Bruce L. Williams
Thomas L. Williamson Jr.
1 9 7 8
Total Gifts: $1,727.00
No. of Donors: 29
lawrence & Sharon (Erickson)
Becker
Richard W. Brock
Beverly Anne Brown
Susan L. Drotts
Patricia Kirk Fester
Neil D. Fitch
Jon W. Flora
Paul & laura (Hall) Grubb
Kevin O. Heid
Carl J. Hudson
Linda Christensen Hunt
Julie G. Koontz
linda Towle Mason (n)
Marily Rhinehart McWilliams
Marta Morrison
David D. Nelson
Sue Cosgrove Railsback
Kazuko Yamauchi Ross
Nancy L. Seidel
Russell L. Thompson
Paul & Beth (Walker) Viren
Richard F. Wandling
Marshall Wattman-Turner (79)
David H. Weinman (76)
Kim Nisker Zeiger
Linda Zenger-O'Brien (70)
1 9 7 9
Total Gifts: $1,699.00
No. of Donors: 25
Amy Burke-Smith (81)
Christopher Call (81)
Doug Counsell (75)
Kelli S. Dyke
Karen L. Edel
Marianne Frase
Cathryn R. Griggs
Wesley C. Hern
John W. Johnson
'Maxine Nordhurst Kerns
Harriet H. Koehler
Thomas M. Krausse
linda M. Krug
Warren C. Lewis (82)
James F. MoUeler
Daniel C. Newell (76)
Katherine E. Preston
Lisa M. Sardinia
W. Glenn Terrell
Kimberly Heineccius Till
Julie Von Laven-Canan
Margaret wattman- Turner (78)
Bonnie S. Wells
Denise L. Wheeler
Carol I. Winiecki
1 9 8 0
Total Gifts: $1,905.00
No. of Donors: 30
Steven D. Avolio
S. lynn Heath Beaumont
lucian W. Cook
linda Grund Farrell
Audrey Forkner
Richard A. Gartland (81)
Kathryn R. Gottschalk
Karen L. Gundry
Jeffrey S. Halstead
Ruth Ann Heddendorf
Susan A. Hinkle
Neil P. Kinkel
Thomas L. Kittreman
Gail C. Leetch
Gloria Wong Mikami
Jeffery O. Neufeld
Janis Johnson Oetgen
Gary W. Paukert
Jane M. Pence
Raymond P. Plopper
Elaine Perkins Probert
John W. Rees
Nancy Erickson Scott (81)
Sue Ellen Chapman Sherer
Sandy J. Smith
Gregory A. Strom (82)
Bethany Parker Tacker
Kevin C. Turner
Mike Valdez
Barbara Young
1 9 8 1
Total Gifts: $12,180.88
No. of Donors: 45
Bradley J. Adams
Annette E. Auld
libby Avnet
Loren A. Bauer
Lynn Ann Becker
James D. Brassard
Connie Hill Bunch (70)
Michael A. Burke-Smith (79)
Michael T. Calkins
lisa Gruenteld Call (79)
Judy Koth Charles (82)
Timothy Newton Cheek
Frank Dutro
Beverly Ericson
Kristin Foster
Judith leonard Gage (62)
Nina Gartland (80)
JoAnn Ray Grennell
Cynthia Taylor Hallsten
Wesley S. Kikida
Tom Hoback (77)
Daniel G. Huffman
Julie A. Hutton
Robert S. livingston
laura G. Lund
Carol A. March
Douglas Arlin Nave
Robert & Kathryn (James)
Novasky
Jenifer A. Olson Memorial
James D. Paton
Elizabeth Anne Poplin
Jeong S. Rhee
Kurt A. Roper
Barbara Rutherford (76)
Timothy J. Scott (SO)
John C. Shagool
Jess Snider
Debra Jo Solt
Craig C. Stein
Douglas & Ellen (Altemus)
Stewart
Elizabeth l. Symons
Edna L Walters
Jayne Tredjet Weatherbe
1 9 8 2
Total Glb: $1,181.90
No. of Donorr. 28
Carolyn S. Bandy
Michael T. Charles (81)
George C. Claussen
lois I. Collins
Lynnette Elaine Firkins
Todd R. Frimoth
Kim & Kristine (Cleveland) Hatch
Susan G. Jeffreys
Dennis J. Krause
Laurene M. LaFontaine
Charles E. Lewis
Nancy Twibelilewis (79)
Alan L. McGinnis
Maura Nelson (83)
Evan H. Olson
Kristina Paylor
Dennis & Nancy (Henjum)
Robbins
Catharine A. Runkle
Carolyn l. Siebe
Susan Houck Strom (80)
William C. Swiontek
Margaret Ann Symons
Tamara F. Watson
Reid T. Ziegler
1 9 8 3
Total Gifts:
No. of Donors:
$ 750.00
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Susan Heumier Aasen
Phyllis Bristow
Lori Cloninger
Edward D. Foreman
Linda J. Gillingham
Stephanie Harris
Timothy C. Haugan
Dolly J. Johnston
Brian W. Larsen
Albert A. Nelson (82)
Marlena Sesssions
Patty Brunner Sonneland
Faculty Focus
EVANS
• Dick Evans, professor of music,
has been named president of the
Whitworth Faculty Assembly. He
says his theme in office will be
"faculty as academic resource."
During the past summer he taught
graduate music courses as a visiting
faculty member at Western Washing-
ton University.
• Forrest E. Baird, assistant
professor of philosophy, was
selected to participate in a
workshop on Christianity and social
ethics this summer at Seattle Pacific
University. Sponsored by the
Christian College Coalition and
funded by the National Endowment
for the Humanities, the workshop
was designed to help faculty merge
Christianity and the humanities.
• Returning from a recent study
tour of Latin America were Donald
Liebert, professor of sociology;
JoAnn Atwell-Scrivner, instructor of
physical education; and 1-
Townsend Shelby, associate
professor of modern languages.
• Rachel Wang, assistant professor
of chemistry, gave a talk on
computer-managed instruction at
the national meeting of the
American Chemical Society in Wash-
ington, D.C., in August. Dr. Wang
uses a computer to help her
students learn chemistry, and during
1983 participated in a number of
conferences and workshops to
discuss her techniques. In june she
and a colleague gave a workshop on
computers for secondary school
science teachers.
• The Whitworth writing team of
Marianne Frase, Doris Liebert and
Linda Hunt, fresh on the heels of
their international success with
Loaves and Fishes, have written a
children's gardening book titled
Celehrate the Seasons, which, like
HUNT
the first, is illustrated by Spokane
youngsters. Liebert is an instructor
in education, and Hunt is an
instructor in English. Frase drew the
lettering.
• Dave Hicks, professor of biology,
and his wife, Janet, were in the
Yucatan Peninsula this summer
performing advance work for a
research project planned on marine
biology.
• Professor of earth science Edwin
Olson is taking his sabbatical in
Israel, where he is a visiting
professor at the Institute of Holy
Land Studies.
• New appointments announced
over the summer include Doug
Merrifield, trainer and Joe Miller,
assistant professor of health science,
EdD., North Texas State University.
• Bruce Murphy, professor of
history and associate dean for
undergraduate affairs, taught a
course on Christ and Culture this
summer at the Lalolla (Calif.)
Presbyterian Church. He taught
twice a day, and attendance
averaged 100 in the mornings and
250 in the evenings. The course was
similar to one he taught at
Whitworth during last Jan Term.
• Arlin Migliazzo has been named
assistant professor of History.
.English Instructor Linda Hunt has
three major publications scheduled
for November: a conversation with
James Fowler in Psychology Today;
An article on Delta Air Lines in
Reader's Digest; and an article on a
gingerbread cook in Women's Day.
Linda uses the pen name "Linda
Lawrence. "
.Speaking on the New Testament at
the Young Life Institute, Colorado
Springs, Colo., in July was Roger
Mohrlang, associate professor of
Religion.
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1939
Gertrude Thorndike Stock retired this
spring after 20 years of substituting, and
eight years of teaching full time. She and
Iafe have four children and seven
grandchildren.
1941
Keith A. Bell is a retired professor from
seattle Pacific University. Now he is director
of counseling at CRISTh Ministries, an
eight- division Christian institution.
1943
Carl Blanford has just finished six years as
senior pastor of Prinsep Street Presbyterian
Church in Singapore. On March 20 he was
installed as assistant pastor at First
Presbyterian Church in Seattle.
1947
R. Bruce McCullough retired from Allstate
Insurance Co. after 271h years. He and
C1arabel ('48) will remain in Illinois "until
the snow flies," then will "head south."
Their plans include lots of golf and rooting
for the Chicago Cubs.
Alma (Bailey) Westberg is art, music and
film librarian at Santa Cruz Public Library.
She lunches frequently with Barbara
(Deemy '49) Burkle, a journalist.
Ray Moody has accepted the position of
interim pastor at Ocean Beach Presbyterian
Church in Seaview, Wash.
1949
Quentin Peck served in the admissions
department of the King County Superior
Court's Youth Services' Correctional
Detention Division from january, 1955,
until his retirement in April, 1980. Quentin
and his wife participate in state and federal
prison correspondence ministries and find
the experience "very satisfying and
thrilling."
Mary Leavens Schwabauer just completed
a year as president of Moorpark Chamber
of Commerce. She's enjoyed serving on the
boards of Los Roafes Regional Hospital in
Thousand Oaks and California Teachers
Federal Credit Union.
Jim Hardie says "retirement is great," and
is keeping busy working with ASSISTin
Pullman, Wash. Marlys (Nielsen) is director
of nursing at the Pullman Convalescent
Center and loves it.
1951
Del C. Nygren works in the Boeing
engineering department in Everett, Wash.
He and his wife have four daughters and
are active in north Seattle's Haller Lake
Baptist Church.
Larry Baskett retired in june, 1982, from
his position as head counselor at Alex
Hamilton junior High in Seattle.
Wally Moore has retired as music teacher in
the Tonasket, Wash., schools. He is a
member of two quartets and a small com-
munity band, and is active in Kiwanis.
Harlene (Towsley '54) works in the
Tonasket High School office, and pursues
her hobby, watercolor painting. They have
three daughters, Karen, Suzanne and Linda.
Bob Salter teaches in the Naturopathic
School of Medicine and lives in Lynnwood,
Wash. Edith (Hiskey '49) loves teaching
private piano, organ, flute and voice.
1953
Sunzah (Pang) Park received her master's
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degree in sacred music after attending
Whitworth. She's now organist and choir
director for a presbyterian church in
Chinatown in San Francisco and holds
down three jobs teaching music at various
schools. Her husband, Seung Park, passed
away in 1977.
Joanne (Walters) Terry is a hospice
volunteer director at Group Health
Cooperative Hospital in Seattle and is
enjoying twins born to her daughter, Diane,
in April, 1982.
Robert Leep is retiring as district manager,
Social Security Adminstration after, 35
years of government service. He and his
wife, Barbara, are active in Faith Center
Church and the Gideons. Robert is a "late-
blooming" runner with a ten kilometer run
under 45 minutes and a 3:48 marathon to
his credit.
Elaine (Anderson) Bessey is a single parent
who teaches vocal music and English in a
junior high school in Coos Bay, Ore.
1955
Dorothy Paulsen Smith is vice president for
admissions and financial aid at Valparaiso
University, Ind. She is also assistant to the
president for budget and strategic planning
at the university.
1957
Dorothy (Rogers) Durkee is presently living
in Camas, Wash. She has two children,
Angela \4, and Gordon 11.
1959
Alice (Simpson) Deakins is teaching at
Columbia University Teachers College in
applied linguistics. Her husband, Roger, is
dtrecror of undergraduate studies at New
York University, English Department.
Leslie (Norquist) Egloff graduated from the
school of cytotechnology at the University
of Washington in 1965. She and her
husband, Werner, own a restaurant in the
Alyeska ski area of Girwood, Alaska. Leslie
is attending the University of Alaska to
obtain an elementary teaching certificate.
They have three children, 11,9,8.
officials. Their daughter Colette lives in
Florida. Their son, Charles, was
valedictorian of the Capitol Christian
Academy 1983 graduating class and
received a congressional appointment to
the United States Air Force Academy in
Colorado Springs, where he is a cadet
studying aeronautical engineering.
Nancy (Dengler) and Roger Bryenton live
in Vancouver, B.c. Nancy is counselor and
director of volunteers at a family center
working with single parents with young
children. Roger is an engineer specializing
in solar energy and energy conservation
applications.
Dolores (Klinsky) Walker is a part-time
secretary with the Walla Walla Wash.,
school district. She writes, "I rub shoulders
daily with Blaine Bennett '62, and Abe
Roberts '62. Blaine is Wa-Hi's head football
coach and a guidance counselor and Abe
is a vice principal. Almost daily Bob Meyer
'62 stops next door to my office to nurture
an erratic computer. Other than that, he's a
math, science and computer science
instructor."
Judy (Boppell) Peace spent tlh years in
South Africa working with churches. She's
now in South Hamilton, Mass., where she is
an adjunct faculty member of Gordon-
Conwell Seminary teaching a course
ent itled, "South Africa, A Case Study in
Social Ethics." She's also written a book,
The Boy-Child is Dying: A South African
Experience (Inter-Varsity Press), and several
magazine and newspaper articles. Her
husband is a professor at Gordon-Conwell
Seminary, and they have four children plus
a foster daughter.
1963
Nick Nickoloff teaches math at Spokane
Falls Community College and Mary Lee
(Flegel '64) is a kindergarten teacher with
the Central Valley school district in
Spokane. She completed her master's
degree at \,Vhitworth in 1982. Nick and
Mary Lee have three children, Mary, 17,
Wendy, 13, and jonathan, 10.
1965
jimm and joan Edgar live in Lafayette,
Calif.,jimm has been elected to a second
term as president of the Mt. Diablo chapter
of the National Audubon Society. lie played
for the second time in the National
Handball Association tournament in the
master's division. He is in his fifteenth year
as area director for Young Life.joan won
"Musician of the Year" for the second year
in a row in San Francisco.
Beth jean (Garrett) and Dick Steinbach,
who live in Canyon Country, Calif.,
concluded an inspirational singing tour of
London, the Holy Lands and Egypt last
spring. Betty played piano as they sang in
such places as London's Wesley Chapel,
Caesarea, the Mount of Olives and Church
of the Ascension. She has a private
teaching business and in-horne income tax
service and in addition substitute teaches
for the Will tarn S. Hart School District and
directs the "Good News Gang," a junior
high touring choir of the Santa Clarita
United Methodist Church.
Tom and Ellie (Neshiem) Piper are living in
a new house they built themselves in
Woodinville, Wash. Tom is working in the
Kirkland area as a route salesmanfor Frito
Lay, lnc., and sings lead tenor in the
Redmond Presbyterian Church Choir. Ellie
1961
Wilburn G. and lngeborg Moore live in
Riviera, Ariz. Will is this year's golf
champion at Chaparral Country Club. The
tournament was match play with no
handicap, and the final match went to
sudden death with Will winning on the
twentieth hole.
Gail (Schlichtig) and Donald James live in
1 Tacoma, Wash., where Gail is head of
1· education at the Tacoma Art Museum.
Donald is librarian at Wilson High School.
They have a son, 12 and a daughter, 17.
Dick and Anne Jones teach in the Fort
Bragg, Calif., school district. They have two
teenage daughters.
Cynthia (Ross) and Freeman Thibault live
in Suitland, Md. Cynthia is employed by the
Hechinger Company and was recently re-
elected president of the Canadian Club of
washington, D.C. Freeman works for
Rockwell-lntemational on a government
contract providing communications for
President Reagan and other government
---------------------------
works part time at the University of Wash-
ington and plays slow pitch softball in
Bellevue.
Ruth (Knoll) Seignemartin lives in
Spokane. They are settled in a new house
after a grass fire twenty acres distant was
swept out of control by the wind and
destroyed their home a year ago.
Charles and Connie (Burnside) Brock live
in Albany, Ore., where Chuck is pastor of
the Albany United Presbyterian Church.
Connie is director of community relations at
the Lebanon Community Hospital.
Norman Loll has moved from Boise, Idaho
to Dubuque, Iowa, where he has joined the
staff of the University of Dubuque as an
admissions representative, recruiting
prospective students from throughout Iowa.
Lois E. Goodman is presently interim
pastor of the Overbrook Presbyterian
Church in Philadelphia, Pa. She also serves
on the Ministerial Relations Committee of
Philadelphia Presbytery and the small
church development task force.
William and Pamela (Gauntlett) Barnet live
in Lake Stevens, Wash., with their three
children Melissa, 12, Amy, 10 and
Jonathan, -I-. William is a junior high
principal and in August, 19H2, received his
doctorate in educational leadership at
Seattle University.
Judith (Brown) Hastings and husband,
Carl, live in Redlands, Calif. Carl works on
the senior staff for TRW and Judith teaches
woodwinds in two elementary schools and
gives flute Ies..sons in their home. Their
daughter, Laura, is 15 and son, Robert, is
12.
Claude Robinson works for Alveska
Pfpeline Service Co. as sraff m;mlger in
Valdez, Alaska. He and his wife Janet
(Scott '68) are busy in their church and
with Amy, 10, and new baby, Peter.
Mark Andrews is owner of a rental
equipment firm called Andrews Alaska
Rentals and Sales in Anchorage.
1967
Janet (Meislahn) Mertz graduated in june
from San Francisco Theological Seminary.
Called to the Northern California
Ecumenical Council as assistant editor of
Sequoia: The Church at Work, Janet lives
in San Anselmo, Calif. She has two
daughters, Beth Ann, 11 and Kathleen, 8.
Janet's ordination date is September 25,
1983, at Christ Presbyterian Church, Terra
Linda, Calif.
Ruby B. Coller teaches second grade in
Deer Park, Wash., and lives in Spokane.
Dianne (Chilcote) Dawson is a national
park ranger at John Muir National Historic
Site, Man inez, Calif. Her husband, Ronald, is
a ranger at Muir Woods National
Monument.
Leeanne (Chilcote) Orjuela (Dianne's twin
sister) now lives in Bogota, Colombia, with
her four sons and husband, Tim, who
manages a construction company there.
Dr. James Edwards, associate professor
and chairman of the religion department at
jamestown College, had an article in the
Feb. 18 issue of Christianity Today.
Marilyn (Lobdell) and Alex Maish live in
Albuquerque, N.M., where Marilyn teaches
gifted children at Cibola High School and
Alex works in solar energy at Sandia
National Laboratories.
James and Marianne Bois live in Emmett,
Idaho, where James teaches and coaches.
His track and field tearn won its third state
championship and sixth straight district
championship.
Errol and Robin (Smith '69) Schmidt live
in Colbert, Wash., where Robin is an
aerobic dance teacher. Errol is again taking
seventh and eighth graders on a 300-mile
Canadian bike hike.
Toni Rae (Paul) Paulsen is working as a
librarian in an elementary school in
Panama.
1969
Ross Anderson is a member of the
reporting staff of the Seattle Times. A year
ago he was made chief political writer for
the Times, and six months ago became the
Times Washington, D,C. correspondent.
Mark W. and Tracy (Cullen '71) Howard
live in Spokane where Mark is principal of
Rock of Ages Chrtsrian School which he
and Tracy pioneered over three years ago.
Mark received his doctorate in education on
June 17, 1983. lie and Tracy have two
daughters, Melinda, S and julia, 3-
Emily (Hum) and Donald Seeger live in
Cottonwood Falls, Kan. Emily teaches
nursery school four mornings a week,
serves as resource chairman for the
presbytery, and is a member of the
presbytery's Christian Education
Committee. She and Donald, who is a
Presyterian minister, have two daughters,
Beth Ann, 9 and Mary Kay, 7.
Tim and Robin (Farris) Dewhirst have three
children, Sarah, 10, Adam, 6 and Hannah, 2
and are living in Hobe Sound, Fla.
Rebecca (Nixon) Gafford and her husband,
Ed, have moved to Oxnard, CaL, where she
ts.working in business management, direct
sales and advertising. Ed is a home builder
and has a doctorate in geology.
Lenore (Robinson) Chambers is a
"professional" volunteer. Her husband,
Doug, works at the computing center at
Washington State University, Pullman,
Wash. They have two children, Robyn, 10
and Craig, 7.
Steve and Ellen (Taylor) Maurer will be
living in Lexington, Ky., where Steve has
accepted a position as assistant professor
at the University of Kentucky, having
finished his doctorate in human resources
management at the University of Oregon.
Ellen has published several feature
interview articles in Old Oregon Magazine
and stays busy caring for Sarah, 5lf2 and
Jeffrey,2'n.
Cindy Reed lives in Spokane and has been
a sergeant with the Eastern Washington
University Police Department for eight
years. She attended the FBI National
Academy in Quantico, Va. for three months
of advanced training.
Dan and Becky Williamson live in West
Chester, Ohio, where Dan works as a senior
contract administrator for General Electric,
Cincinnati. He received a master's degree in
logistics management from Central
Michigan University in 1981. Dan and
Becky have three children, Amy, 12,Julie, 8
and justin, i.f.
Thomas P. and Sharon Babagian live in
Milpitas, Cal., where Tom teaches junior
high school and is a marriage/family/child
counselor intern pan-time with Christian
Family Counseling Services in Fremont. He
received a master's degree in 198] from
Azusa Pacific University. Tom and Sharon
have a daughter, Rebecca, 2.
Daniel). Altorfer and his wife, Kathy, live in
Brimfield, lll., where Daniel is a sales
manager with United Facilities, Inc., public
warehousing. They have two children,
Andrew,S and Kate, 3.
1971
1973
Robert and Roberta Flora live in Custer,
Wis. Rob manages a small hardwood
lumber mill, Ralph Hamel Forest Products,
lnc., in Stevens Point. He and Berta have a
son Logan, 31h.
Galen and Betty (Millard '74) Doughty live
in Federal Way, Wash. Galen has been
associate pastor for educational ministries
at Marine View Presbyterian Church in
Tacoma since graduating from Fuller
Theological Seminary in 1978. Betty enjoys
gardening, quilting and caring for their two
daughters Laura, 4 and Sara, 2lJ2.
Gary and Barbara (Bowerman) Ash live in
Kennewick, Wash. where Gary is data
processing manager of a firm which builds
large farms in the Middle East. Barb enjoys
being at home with Michael, Yh, and Paul,
born October 30, 1982.
Gordon and Barbara (Miller) Donnelly and
daughter Beth, 1, live in Mission, B.C.
Gordon teaches fourth and fifth grades and
Barbara teaches third. They are active in
curriculum planning.
Richard and Andrea (Kilpatrick) Matters
and children Geoffrey, 5lJ2and Laura, 6
months are living in New York City. Rick is
completing his second year at the General
Theological Seminary and Andrea is a
latordellvery nurse at New York Hospital.
Debra D. Park is now regional coordinator
of the North Suburban Library System in
Wheeling, l1I.
1975
Teresa (Zimmerman) and Lynn Davison
have moved to Klamath Falls, Ore. after
living in Coos Bay for six years. Lynn is a
planning analyst for Weyerhaeuser Co.
Teresa's teaching career has been
postponed following the arrival of twin girls
last October 22. They join a brother, Scott,
3Susan K. Morris and her husband, Richard
Plattner, an attorney, live in Phoenix, Ariz.,
where Susan began her eighth year of
teaching learning disabled/emotionally
handicapped elementary school children
this fall.
Marriages
'67 Marilyn R. Lobdell and Alex Maish on March 26, 1983.
'73 Susan K. Morris and Richard Planner, March 30, 1983.
'75 Heidi McCreight and Desmond Rix, August 6, ]983.
'78 Karen E. Powers and Craig Nelsonjune 19, 1982.
Tim Wysaske and Connie Thompson ('80), Oct. 2, ]982.
'79 Becky Oakland and Ken Clegg on June 19, 1983 on the
Mish-An-Nock in Coeur d'Alene, Idaho.
'SO Sue Ellen Chapman and Peter Sherer on july 3,1982 in
Antioch, Calif.
'81 Martha Joanne Scheibe and Douglas E. Moss on March 27,
]982 in Clarkston, Wash.
Linda K. Hoskins and Charles A. Mauzy on May 14, 1983 in
Humboldt County, Calif.
'S2 Tracy Gibson and David Williams on June 26,1982.
James and Marianne Bois, girl, Hilary, born March 5, 1983.
Curt and Rebecca (Nealey) KeKuna, girl, Aulani, born july
25, 1983.
Debbie (Anderson) and Larry Harvey, boy, Matthew Paul,
born February 28, 1983.
Gary and Barbara (Bowerman) Ash, boy, Paul Brian,
October 30, 1982.
Linda (Pontius} and Eric Olson, boy, David Andrew, born
January 29,1983.
Births
'67
'70
'72
'73
'75
Steven F. and Jill (Gambill) Olson live in
Billings, Mont. Steve is administrator of St.
John's Lutheran Home, the largest
Teresa (Zimmerman) and Lynn Davison, twin girls, Sarah
and Shannon, on October 22, 1982.
'76 Scott and Yu-hwa Rozelle, boy, Whalen Keith, born May 12,
1983.
'78 Barbara (Wittenberg) and Mark Parham, girl, Kathryn Marie,
born January, 1983.
Tom and Becky (Parrish) Harmening, girl,Jessica Lynn,
born April 30, 1983.
'78 Gary and Shellye (Lindsay) Smith, boy, Karl David, born
September 23, 1982.
'79 Michael and Cathy (Svare '78) Oehler, boy, Kai Erik, born
April 14, 1983.
Alice (Bartley) and Williani Chambers, boy, David William,
born November 11, 1982.
Helen (Olson) and Christopher True, girl, Catherine Lauren,
born March 2, 1983.
'80 Dan and Sharon ('79) Underwood, girl, Danielle Nicole,
born April 13, 1983.
'81 Marcia (Brown} and Keith Peterson, girl, Sarah Grace, born
July 7, 1983.
Brian and Diane (Trujillo '82) Leavitt, girl, Rachae!
Elizabeth, born April 1), ]983.
Diane (Ludke) and Michael Midkiff, boy, David Andrews,
born April 29, 1983-
Tom and Cindy (Hauser '77) Hoback, girl, Brittany Rae,
born October 26, 1982.
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comprehensive retirement facility in
Montana. He is a board member of the
Adult Day Care Center, the Montana
Gerontology Society and Independent
Handicap Services, Inc. He is also active in
the Billings Council of Social Agencies and
the Yellowstone County Coalition on Aging.
jill received her master's degree in library
science from the University of Washington
in 1976 and is now children's librarian at
Parmly Billings Library. She has also written
her first book entitled Return from Atnor (a
fantasy) and is seeking a publisher. She has
established herself as a master puppeteer,
conducting workshops for persons
interested in using puppets with children.
She and Steve have two children, Sara, 3
and Ryan, 1.
Heidi (McCreight) and Desmond Rix are
living in Ferry Hills, Queensland, Australia
where Des works for the Australia Taxation
Department. Prior to her move with Des to
Australia, Heidi taught home economics
and elemental)' education in College Place,
Wash. and "moonlighted" by teaching
sewing and quilting skills to adults and
doing custom sewing and quilting. She
hopes to pursue her interests in fabrics and
textiles in Australia. She and Des met three
years ago while doing volunteer work in
Cilandek, Indonesia.
Marilyn Magoffin is enjoying whale watching
and creative thinking while working as a
self-employed nurse and innkeeper in
Mendocino, Calif.
Eric and Linda (Pontius) Olson live in
Federal Way, Wash. with their three
children, Timothy, 51h, Katie, 3 and David
Andrew, 8 months.
Loisann (Smith) Terry and her husband
Deane live in Sunland, Calif. .where they are
building their own home. Loisann is staying
home with their son, David, 1, after
teaching sixth grade for three years. Deane
is a quality analyst for Bendix Corp.
Nancy (Deist) and Duane Nelson live in
Kalispel, Mont., where Nancy, a registered
nurse, has worked for a group of doctors in
family practice for eight years. A son was
born in October, 1982.
Deborah aacobsen) and Scott Gridley live
in Danville, Calif. Scott continues his work
in the lumber business and Deborah has
retired from her office manager position to
be full time mother to twin girls, born in
March.
Dennis Brender is in his third year of dental
school at the University of Washington,
Seattle.
Gordon and Margaret Pierce live in
Chepachet, R.I. with their children Marcia,
19, Doug, 16 and David, 14. Gordon is
teaching computer science at Bryant
College in Smithfield.
Tom and Megan (Kilgore '76) Neill live in
Seattle, wash. Tom completed his
bachelor's degree at the University of Wash-
ington and is now pursuing a CPA license.
Megan stays busy at home with two boys,
Matthew, 21h and Kevin, 6 months.
Eleanor (McMullen) and jim Butchart
moved to Santa Rosa, Calif., in August,
1980 to purchase and manage a business
specializing in fireplace accessories and
home decor. Both Eleanor and jim left
management positions with the Bell System
to go into retail - with no regrets!
1977
R Alan Magnuson lives in Denver, Colo.
and works for Mountain Bell as an account
executive/industry consultant, selling
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complex voice and data communication
systems. He is president of the uptown
Optimist Club and is involved in several
community service projects in Denver.
Doug and]anine (Rowley '76) Cooley are
living in Seattle, Wash., where Doug is
working as a public information specialist
for the Army Corp of Engineers. jantne is a
first year resident physician in the family
residency program at Swedish Hospital.
Carol Lee Simonson Danielson graduated
from Princeton Theological Seminal)' in
june 1982. She was ordained in Seattle in
June 1983 and began her call as assistant
minister at First Presbyterian Church in Ft.
Wayne, Ind. on August 1.
Elizabeth (Brownlee) Gano is presently
living in japan.
David and Linda Schwab Brown and Sara
Maria, I1h, live in Green Bay, Wis. David
began serving as pastor of Preble Park
United Presbyterian Church on December
1,1982.
Bruce Williams teaches sixth 'grade in Apple
Valley, Calif.
Rena Rahn works at St. Elizabeth Hospital
in Yakima, Wash., and has been involved
with Campus Life leading a high school
Bible study.
Beth Hillis-Turner works as a manager for
Mervyn's Department Stores in Mesa, Ariz.
Her husband, Dowell, is a waiter at the inn
at McCormick Ranch.
Joann Landon teaches u.s. History at
lincoln High School in Los Angeles. The
course includes a bilingual version for
recent Asian and Latino immigrants. She is
also assistant coach of girls' basketball.
Debt (Klahn) and Steve Knight are living in
England. They visited in the United States
early in 1983.
1979
relocating after living two years in Franklin,
La.where Alice worked in a clinic for low
income sugar cane farm workers and Bill
worked with an adult literacy program.
Margy Cook graduated from California
State University, Fresno, with a bachelor's
degree in English in 1981. She is teaching
first grade at Malaga Elemental)' School
near Fresno.
Warren and Nancy (Twibell '80) Lewis live
in Spokane where Warren is a software
engineer for ISC systems. They have a
daughter, Natalie Suzanne, six months.
Clyde "Randy" and Karen Schock live in
Los Angeles, Calif.
Patricia "Id." Johnson taught English to
japanese in Wakayama City, japan for two
years through Amvic Schools, a private
organization. She returned to the United
States this summer.
Steve and Cindy (Chapman '81) Weber are
expecting their first child in November.
Steve began studies at Gorden-Conwell
Theological Seminary in SOuth Hamilton,
Mass. in July.
Nancy (Haglund) Collins is living is
Pasadena, Calif.
Steve Holman finished an intensive sales
training course, the final phase of a 3D-week
program for the position of sales represen-
tative for Burroughs Wellcome Co. The firm
researches, develops and manufactures
pharmaceutical products and is
headquartered in North Carolina. Steve is
based in Spokane.
linda (Miller) and Donald jennings are
living in Cookeville, Tenn.
Steven Klein is a second year student at
Fuller Seminary. He spent one year in
Mexico and Honduras as a short term
missionary evangelist with the Spearhead
Program (related to Latin American
Missions).
Brian and Julie (Dixon) Hafferkamp live in
Manchester, N.H. where julie teaches
second grade and Brian works as a
software engineer.
Chris and Lisa (Gruenfeld '81) Call live in
Salem, Ore. where Chris is a staff assistant
to Oregon Senator Mark Hatfield. Chris
graduated in 1982 from Willamette Law
SChool and has passed the Oregon State
Bar. Lisa is marketing services coordinator
for Supra Products, a manufacturer of real
estate lock boxes.
Kathryn (jackson) and John Withers live in
Sacramento, Calif., with their daughter,
Carolyn Louise, 10 months.
Brad Palmen graduated from the University
of Utah school of medicine in june and has
begun an anesthesiology residency at
Virginia Mason Hospital in Seattle.
Mary Ann (Meshar) andjohn Williams live
in Lake Worth, Fla. Mary Ann is a legal
administrator for the Palm Beach Review,
a business, legal and financial newspaper.
John is an electrical dispatcher for the Lake
Worth Utilities Authority.
Kimberly (Heineccius) and Thomas Till live
in Seattle, Wash. Tom is a
microbiology/medical technology graduate
and Kimberly works in the Rapid Response
Laboratory at Swedish Hospital. She hopes
to begin a dietetics internship this fall.
1981
Diane (Ludke) and Michael Midkiff live in
Spokane where Mike is the administrative
trainee for two mental health group homes
Clockwise, from top left.
OAt the home of emer and Gladys
Rosenquist were the 1940s alumni.
They were hosted by the
Rosenquists and by Paul and Irene
Merkel.
DThe Class of 1953 convened at
the home of Dr. and Mrs. Richard
Ferrin, and were hosted by Sam and
Colleen Adams and Andy and Dee
Jarvis.
DWhitworth's 1958 alumni
gathered at the Christian Life
Center. They were hosted by Walt
and Mary Spangenberg,
DMembers of the class of 1973
met at the home of Dr. and Mrs.
Howard Stien. They were hosted by
Travis and Cathy Prewitt.
DAlso attending the reunion were
Mel Fariss, '35, of Glendale, Calif.,
and Assoc. Prof., Asst. Football
Coach Paul), Merkel, '44.
and a retirement home. Diane is a
homemaker, staying busy with Jennifer, 2
and David, born last April.
Martha (SCheibe) and Douglas Moss live in
Seattle, Wash. Martha works at Children's
World, a pre-school and kindergarten in
Edmonds. Douglas is a sales representative
for Wilson Ford in Ballard.
Tom and Cindy (Hauser '77) Hoback live
in Boulder, Colo. Tom is vice president of
Tele.tlme Corporation, manufacturing and
marketing telephone timing devices. Cindy
is currently life center director at Shepard of
the Hills Lutheran Church in Boulder, where
she also teaches gymnastics. Cindy is
pursuing a master's degree in theatre at
Colorado University.
David W. and Sharleen (Weber) Anderson
Vincent R. and Susan (Misner '78) Lee live
in Hailey, Idaho where Vincent teaches high
school biology and chemistry at the
Ketchum-Sun Valley Community School.
Michael and Cathy (Svare '78) Oehler live
in Hino, Glfu-shi, japan. This is their second
move there, having been in Kobe where
they taught at an international school from
1979 to 1982. After spending a few months
in western Minnesota where Mike was a
Title I instructor, they returned to Gifu in
early February, 1983. A son, Kai Erik,
arrived April 14 and Mike began teaching
English as a second language at a
Japanese university the next day! Both Mike
and Cathy will be teaching this fall,
alternating work days to accommodate
young Kai.
Bruce Harada works as a sales representa-
tive for a distributor of car care products
and pet supplies in Honolulu, Hawaii. He is
a volunteer staff member of Youth for Christ
and campus life director for a local high
school.
Becky (Oakland) and Ken Clegg work f.or
RCAon a project called AUfEC in the
Andros Ranges in the Bahamas.
Linda Krug is beginning work on her
doctorate in clinical psychology,
specializing in health psychology, at Indiana
University in Bloomington.
John W. Johnson is a cost accountant for
the Boeing Aerospace Co. in Seattle, Wash.
He was recently elected deacon at
University Presbyterian Church in Seattle.
Alice (Bartley) and William Chambers are
2 -
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teach music in the Clarkston, W,¥,h. public
schools. David is the high school choral
music director and Shari is the middle
school choral director as well. They recently
purchased and are in the process of '
restoring a tum-of-the-century Victorian
home in Clarkston.
Karen Harris went to Europe in September
198], intending [0 spend some time in
Spain after a quick tour around Europe and
Greece. Instead she "found a niche" in
Paris, and has been there since January,
1982. She has supported herself in a variety
of ways, at one time serving as au pair in
exchange for her room, and singing
everywhere from the Metro to sidewalk
cafes, giving occasional concerts billed as
"La Mademoiselle de San
Francisco/American Folk and Ballades,"
teaching guitar and most recently teaching
English [Q French housewives. After
spending the summer with her parents in
Okanogan, Wash., Karen is returning to
Paris in mid-September to attend the
Sorbonne for courses in French civilization,
culture and language.
Debbie (Reinwand) and Clint Rose live in
Juneau, Alaska. Debbie is a prize- winning
political reporter far the Juneau Empire,
having received a Northwest Sigma Delta
Chi award for excellence in journalism.
Phoebe and Steve Pees-Benson are both
in graduate school in San Francisco, Calif.
Steve is in the second year of his divinity
degree at San Francisco Theological
Seminary and Phoebe is in the second year
of a master's in psychology program. They
will both graduate in May, 1984.
Doug and Ellen (Altimus) Stewart Iive in
Delta, Colo., where Ellen is the assistant in
Christian education at Delta Presbyterian
Church. Doug is a part-time photographer
for the Delta County Independent, the
local newspaper. .
Masaki (Taniguchi) and Gyl Elliott live in
Nishinamiya, Japan, where Masaki heads
Taniguchi Engineering Co., 11s.Gyl is
continuing undergraduate studies at Kobe
College of Foreign Studies.
Barb Cummelin is attending graduate
school at the University of Vermont and is
enrolled in the college student personnel
master's program. She works in the dean of
student's office and has an assistantship
through residential life in which she is a hall
advisor. She worked in whtrwonh's Student
life Center during the past summer.
jeongseon Rhee has accepted a position
with the English department at Keimyung
Technical College in Daegu, Korea. She is
also in charge of the Study Abroad Office in
the Student Guidance Center.
1983
Jules and Debbie (Hollingsworth '82)
Edwards are living in Spokane. jules began
teaching eighth and ninth grade science at
Lakelandjunior High School in Rathdrum,
Idaho, in September, where he also coaches
junior varsity football and varsity 'Wrestling.
Debbie works at Spokane Bank for
Cooperatives as a communication and
training assistant.
In his article, "Christianity,
Academic Freedom & Creative
Tension," your associate editor, Paul
Bunning, describes me as "A
Unitarian who preaches Jesus as a
myth." This is a false description. I
have never stated that Jesus is a
myth. Christ' Yes! But never Jesus.
The distinction is crucial.
I sense that Mr. Bunning also
misunderstands the meaning and
purpose of religious myth. But that's
another issue ...
I trust that you will correct your
misrepresentation by printing this
letter in the earliest possible issue
of Today. Thank you.
Most sincerely,
Dr. William H. Houff,
Senior Minister
The Unitarian Church
Spokane, Wash.
The pivotal point of the Christian
faith is that Jesus is the Christ. It is
understandable, therefore, that we
tend to use the two names
interchangeably, and fail to make
the "crucial distinction" Dr. Houff
suggests. - Ed
The Alumni Weekend was terrific! It
felt like the college was bent on
treating us (and our kids) royally.
Seeing old classmates made me
realize I was part of a community I
il
Write in to: Today, Station 7,
Whitworth College, Spokane,
Wash. 99251. Letters must be
short, and u'e reserve the right
to edit for length.
wasn't sure I'd had. The only
disappointment was the absence of
other classmates. They were missed
and they were asked about. Those
of us who were there, I think, felt at
times the pressure to share the
successes of the last 20 years, but
we grew closer as we shared our
struggles.
Rev. Dave Lutz, '63
Seattle, Wash.
During Alumni Weekend, we
attended the class of '63 dinner.
What a friendly, warm group of
individuals were in that class' It was
surprising to hear how many had
experienced life in other countries.
One couple is currently preparing
to go, with their children, to India.
The affection of former students
for their teachers was evident. One
Princeton Seminary graduate told of
being asked by a seminary
administrator what it was about
Whitworth he felt made it special.
His reply was "the warm
relationships between faculty and
students."
It's too bad more faculty
members weren't there to absorb
the warmth of this special weekend.
Dr. Mary Boppell Johnston,
former Whitworth professor
Spokane, Wash.
With the 1926 Franklin are donors Mr. and Mrs. J. Walter Davis, at left, and Werner
Rosenquist, chairman of the Board of the Whitworth Foundation.
The Whitworth Foundation
receives antique auto
A 1926 Franklin automobile in
mint condition was recently given
to the Whitworth Foundation by
long-time Spokane businessman, J.
Walter Davis. The car was used to
fund an annuity from which he and
his wife, Clara, will receive
guaranteed semi-annual payments.
"We have dozens of annuities with
the foundation but this is the first
one funded with an automobile,"
said Stephen Trefts, executive vice
president.
"Annuities offer a guaranteed
income to the donor and tax
benefits as well. The principal will
eventually go to the college
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endowment fund," Trefts added,
The Franklin was a luxury car in
its day, 1902-1934. It was an
expensive automobile designed for
the discriminating buyer. This one
is a limousine with a glass partition
between the chauffeur and
passenger sections. It has a wood
frame and is equipped with hand-
cut crystal vases. Its air-cooled
engine still runs smoothly. Only
three Franklins of this type are still
known to exist.
Davis has been in the insurance
business most of his life, and is
presently an account executive with
Rogers and Rogers, Inc. of Spokane.
Musician Anna], Carrel dies
Former Whitworth piano and
, organ instructor Anna J. Carrel died
August 20, 1983, of a stroke after a
brief illness. News of her death
came from Oberlin, Ohio, where
she lived after retiring from
Whitworth in 1964. Her career at the
college spanned 25 years.
She was a graduate of Oberlin
Conservatory and also studied at
Yale University and Eastman School
•,
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of Music.
For many years an annual award
has been given in her name by the
music faculty to the music student
who has combined "artistic ability, a
gracious, cooperative spirit and an
inspirational contribution to the
music program."
Memorial gifts for the Carrel
Scholarship, may be sent to
Whitworth College.
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Today in Sporls
Grambo: A full life
full of love
by Vince Devlin
Spans staff writer, spokesman- Review
Reprinted hy permission
When Bruce Grambo leaves
home to drive to work, he backs out
of the garage of a house on the
Pacific Ocean, near the mouth of
the Columbia River.
Two tanks of gas and nine hours
later, he's in his office in the
basement of Graves Gymnasium at
Spokane's Whitworth College.
If this seems a roundabout way to
get to work, it is also a roundabout
way of saying that Bruce Grambo is
not your typical man in the grey
flannel - or black pin stripe -
suit.
Not that he ever wished to be
capable of being stereotyped.
From a distance, Bruce Grambo's
most distinctive feature is his beard,
a pecfeaJy manicured piece of salt-
and-pepper lawn. It somehow
overrides even his bald head.
Up close, Grambo's bright green
eyes take over. They seem to invite
you to be his friend, one reason
Grambo has been able to hopscotch
through a variety of careers and
always come out better off than
before.
"I learned a long time ago," he
explains, "that you can always look
good if you surround yourself with
the right people."
Grambo looks and carries himself
like a gentlemanly English butler, a
younger version of Sir John Gielgud.
His normal attire on game day, for
instance, is a three-piece, pin stripe
suit. When he speaks, you expect
not just perfect English and
extraordinary diction, but almost a
snobbish tone.
You don't get it. Grambo is well-
spoken, yet always friendly. And
always a surprise. You don't expect
a football coach to look like he
does - though just when you've
categorized him by his looks, his
voice brings you back to earth.
And if there persists the wrong
impression, Grambo will remind
you: "I used to be a very physical
coach. There was a lot of slapping
people across the helmet, a lot of
jersey grabbing, a lot of finger
pointing. I coached by emotion."
Sir John Gielgud slapping
someone across the helmet?
Well, Gielgud ... er, Grambo,
doesn't coach that way anymore.
Fact is, he doesn't do a lot of
things the same way anymore.
Three days after Bruce and Jeanne
Grambo purchased their second
restaurant, Jeanne went in for a
routine checkup. She'd been feeling
tired.
Having turned their first
restaurant, which had gone belly- up
atop Mt. Spokane under six previous
owners, into a profitable concern,
they felt ready to take on another.
Like the first, the location and
history made the second eatery a
gamble, but the Grambos were
positive their formula ~ never-
ending, yet never intrusive, service,
plus a lot of hard work - would
make it go.
The ink on the purchase
agreement had barely dried when
Jeanne Grarnbo was told she had
cancer, and doctors gave her a SO-SO
chance of survival.
The lifestyle of the Grambos had
always been flexible, often daring,
and many times built on spur-of
the-moment decisions.
In his lifetime, Grambo has been
a high school and college football,
basketball, track and baseball coach,
owner of a service station, a
housemother (at EWU's first
fraternity), a charterboat skipper, an
athletic trainer, a restaurateur, a
carpenter, a race car driver, a "body
and fender" man. To name a few.
"A jack·of-all-trades," he says,
"and a master of none. Nor do I
have the desire to master one.
"I don't think I owned a
restaurant as much as I coached a
restaurant," he continues. 'Jeanne
and I were told it would never
amount to anything, yet it was a
financial success ... at least, up
until the time of our family medical
problem."
There was a time he referred to it
as 'Jeanne's problem."
"But it's not her fault," Grambo
says. "I never thought about it until
she told me it made her feel guilty."
When cancer was discovered,
doctors handed down the SO-SO
prognosis and prescribed the usual
treatments.
Bruce Grambo calls those
treatments "cut, burn and poison."
"A SO-percent chance of recovery
didn't seem that high of a
percentage to us," Grambo says.
"We read 38 books - medical
cures, self cures, different cures -
before we decided."
Jeanne Grambo, says her
husband, has not seen a medical
doctor since her diagnosis.
"Actually, that's not true," he
adds. "The program we chose
requires a once-a-year physical, but
that's been it."
The Grambos are fighting their
"family problem" with a program
designed to lessen a person's
chances of contracting cancer. It
involved four areas: lots of exercise,
proper psychological frame
(freedom from worries,
meditation), a detoxification
program (including enemas), and a
strict diet of organic foods.
'Jeanne seems to do better in the
sea air," says Grambo, explaining
their move to Seaview, Wash., "and
it also got her away from all the
problems that go with selling a
business. On the coast, she can
concentrate on beating this thing."
Grambo, who was Western wash-
ington University's second choice in
the school's search for a head coach
after last season - a move that
would have put the Grambos on the
ocean permanently - still did not
hesitate in separating his home and
job by an entire state.
He generally alternates two weeks
on the coast with two weeks in
Spokane (his position at Whitworth
is part time), and uses the time he
now spends driving to keep in
touch with potential recruits
statewide.
In Spokane, he stays with a
brother, or friends - often, even
sleeps in his office at Whitworth.
On $50,000, Bruce Grambo
administers a college football
program. Everything - salaries,
recruiting, team travel, telephone
calls, the lights - must be paid
from a sum that major universities
might spend on one road game.
While he wouldn't mind a little
more money, Grambo doesn't really
care that it's a small budget. It keeps
football in its proper perspective,
something he admits he didn't
always do.
The Bues were 5-4 last year -but
it was a year quarterback Mike
Martin often ranked first in the
nation in passing, a year the Pirates
were exciting, a year Grambo
garnered Coach of the Year
accolades in the Northwest
Conference. Grambo remembers
the days Whitworth had to move its
games to Albi Stadium when the
school's Pine Bowl couldn't
accommodate the crowds, and
hopes something similar is
beginning to surface.
But he swears the proper
perspective will remain.
"Tirades aren't going to get the
job done," he says. "Hating the
officials won't do it.
"Every once in a while, one of my
coaches, or players, will throw a
tantrum. That's when I take 'em
aside, and we go for a little walk
and chat a bit. Sometimes, I've had
to walk clear down under the
goalposts and back.
"But I get my message across.
Mostly, I just tell them it was
designed as a game, so let's play
and coach it as a game. It is not life.
"It just is not life."
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UpBrComing
Academic Calendar
September
3 Dormsopenat 1:00p.m.
4·5 Orientation Acrtvtrtes
6 Advising Day
7 Registration,8 a.m.-4p.m.
7 Evening Classes Begin
fl Day Classes Begin
10 Faculty Retreat
20 Community Building Day
23 Last Day to Add Classes
October
24 Faculty Development Day
November
23·25 Thanksgiving Vacation
December
9 Last Day of Classes
12 Reading Day
13-15 Final Exams
16 Dorms Close
January
3-27 Jan Term
Miscellaneous
September
9 Women-in·Transition,"Alternatives
Seminar" 9:30 a.m.-2:30 p.m.,
Lindaman Seminar Center
11 "Composer'sConspiracy,"
compositions of students and faculty,
7:30 p.m., Recital Hall
15,22, You Can Get AJob (Career
29, Advancement Seminar) 7:30-10 p.m.,
Oct. 6 Lindaman Seminar Center
October
2 Michael Young Recital, 3 p.rn., Recital
Hall
14-15 Homecoming
19 Bask Financial Planning for Women
9 a.m.·4 p.m., Lindaman Seminar
Center
2] Pool Ground Breaking
November
4 Man's Place in a Changing World (A
Seminar for Men) 8:30 a.m.·4 p.m.,
Cavanaugh's Inn at the Park
5 Howard Swan's Vocal Workshop,
Ellensburg, Wash.
6 Michael Ferrian Senior Recital, 7
p.m., Recital Hall
1],12 "Luther," 8 p.m., Cheney Cowles
Auditorium
13 "Luther," 7 p.m., Cheney Cowles
Auditorium
]3 Becky Stephen Recital, 3 p.m., Recital
Hall
18 Karon Yamamura Senior Recital, 7
p.m., Recital Hall
20 Whitworth Orchestra Concert, 3 p.m.,
Cheney Cowles Auditorium
December
4 Madrigal Dinner, Saga Dining Hall
9 Fine Arts Christmas Forum: "Amahl
and the Night Visitors"
11 Lessons & Carols, Whitworth
Presbyterian Church
Sports
September
2-3 Women's Volleyball: Oregon State
University Tournament, Corvallis,
Ore.
9-10 Women's Volleyball: University of
California, Davis Tournament, Davis,
Calif.
16·17 Women's Volleyball: Whitworth
Tournament, Spokane, Wash.
17 Football: Central Washington
University, Whitwonh College, 1:30
p.m.
23-24 Women's Volleyball: University of
Idaho Tournament, Moscow, Idaho
24 Football: University of Puget Sound,
Tacoma, Wash., l:30 p.m.
October
I Football: Eastern Oregon State
University, Whitworth College, 1:30
p.m.
7-R Women's Volleyball: University of
Puger Sound Tournament, Tacoma,
Wash.
8 Football: Western Washington
University, Bellingham, Wash.
14-15 Women's Volleyball: Willamette
University Tournament, Salem, Oreg.
15 Football: Lewis & Clark College,
Whitworth College, l:30 p.m.
22 Football: Willamene University,
Salem, Ore., 1:30 p.m.
29 Football: Pacific University,
Whitworth College, 1 p.m.
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November
4·5 Women's Volleyball: NAIA District I
Playoffs, Simon Fraser University,
Burnaby, British Columbia
5 Football: Pacific Lutheran University,
Whitworth College, I p.m.
11·12 Women's Volleyball: Bl-Dtsrrtct
Playoffs
12 Football: Linfield College,
MCMinnville, Ore., 1:30 p.m
17·]9 Women's Volleyball: NAJA Nationalsm,
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